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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

4,

This reportwas written at the requestof EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc. in supportof joint

, emergencyplanningfor the Rocky Flats Plant (RFP) by EG&G and the State of Colorado. The intent

of the reportis to provide the State of Coloradowith an independentassessment of any respirable

plutoniumreleases that might occur in the event of a severe fire at the plant. Fire releases of

"plutoniumare of interest becausethey have been used by EG&G to determine the RFP emergency

planning zones. These zones are based on the maximum credible accident (MCA) described in the

RFP Final EnvironmentalImpact Statement (FEIS)of 1980. That MCA is assumed to be a large

airplane crashing into a RFP plutoniumbuilding.

The objective of this report was first, to performa worldwide literaturereview of relevant

release experimentsfrom 1960 to the present and to summarize those findings, and second, to provide

recommendationsfor applicationof the experimentaldata to fire release analyses at Rocky Flats. The

latter step requirestranslationbetween experimentaland expected RFP accident parameters, or

"scaling". The parameters of particularconcern are: quantities of material, environmental

parameters such as the intensity of a fire, and thephysico-chemieal forms of the plutonium. The

latter include plutonium metal, bulk plutonium oxide powder, combustible andnoncombustiblewastes

contaminatedwith plutoniumoxide powder, andresidues from plutonium extraction processes.

Scaling requiresan understandingof the functionaldependenciesof plutonium releaseson

system parameters. Where enough experimentaldata exist, these dependenciescan be expressed as

correlations, and these correlations can, in turn, be used to interpolate and extrapolateto expected

accident conditions. Often, the data are insufficient to allow such a procedure, andbounding

judgement must be used. In any case, it is importantto define the expected accident scenario in

sufficient detail to allow applicationof any correlationsand to limit the conservatism of plutonium

release estimates. For example, fire release correlationsthat dependon convection velocity are

useless unless that velocity is predicted, and so on.

The development of accident scenarios for the Rocky Flats Plant was not part of the scope of

, the work reported here. Nor have such scenarios been available to us in enough detail to permit

recommendation of single value plutonium releases. In the absence of such detailed scenarios, the
w

recommended releases in this report are restricted to the form of correlations and prescriptions for the

analyst, for use once such scenario descriptions are, in fact, available.
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It is customary to express plutonium aerosol releases in terms of the airborne release fraction

(ARF), which is defined as the total fractionof the affected plutonium that is released in the accident,

or the airbornerelease rate (ARR), which is the average rate at which the ARF is released. The

respirablefraction fRF) of the mass of plutoniumreleased in the accident is conditionallyassumedto

include particles having aerodynamicdiameterssmaller than 10/zm. The aerodynamicdiameter of a

particle is defined as the diameter of a unit-densityspherehaving the same settling velocity as the

particle underconsideration.

The work presented in this report was intendedto complement currentlyavailable material, to

improve currentknowledge in this technicalareaby providing an independentcriticalanalysis of ali

availableliteraturesources, andto provide justifiablerecommendationson plutoniumrelease

parameters using a comparative analysis of the main findings presentedin the literature. To meet the

objectives of this project, this study was conducted in several stages, including a literaturesearch,

informationreview and classification, data base analysis, and developmentof recommendationson

plutoniumrelease parameters.

Open literatureand technicalreports covering airbornereleases of plutoniumand plutonium-

simulating contaminantsduring combustionof radioactivemetals themselves andduringfires in

processing and waste storage facilities were reviewed. Relevant materialpublished after 1960 was

identified through a computerized literaturesearch using the NTIS andDOE Energy Data Base, as

well as numeroustechnical references and several private communications.

Examination of the literaturehas identifiedthree majorsources of plutoniumrelease duringa

severe accidentat nuclearfacilities:

1) Release by oxidation of plutonium metal,

2) Release by combustion of contaminated solid waste materials stored in the facility, and

3) Release by combustion of contaminated flammable process liquids, or evaporation of
contaminated non-flammable liquids.

Our recommendations for these three sources are presented below.

Based on the information gathered in this study, airborne releases from oxidation of metallic

plutonium were grouped into three general categories. These categories are:

a plutonium oxidation at a range of ten_peratures not exceeding the plutonium ignition
point,
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m exotherrniccombustionof plutoniumleading to its melting, and

a an explosive-like disseminationof plutonium resulting in formation of airborne
. plutoniumparticles and their subsequentviolent combustion.

" The mainresults obtainedfor these mechanismsof plutoniumrelease are summarized in Table I.

Table I. PlutofiiumOxidation Release Parameters

• : T 'r, ,ii i i iii ii, ii ill i ii , ,., ,. ..,, , ,,.,

Oxidationbe,low Combustion

Pureleaseconditions meltingpoint ..........................
........ TOm=k<TO<T°b°n ,,,I ,, , T ° > T: b°il ,

IIIIL I1' ,ii i

:, RF' AI_ RF _ RF
_Ci/ctn2hr (of total) (of total)

Iii: 111iii Iii I I [II I I"I I II"17 ali: ilL. I Jill Ill' [i"li' II I L I I I III 'II IE Illl_ i_ III II I I T I I _ l illl l ""II ...... 1'

Pure Pu Eq.A Eq.C
Static" ............... 2.e-4 0.5 -- --

b-Pu alloy Eq.B Eq.C
L i I i Ill I i i II L Hill I - _

Dynamic'" -- -- 1.0 1.e-4 1.0 0.5

_1 k Iii jtJl J ii J[i iii i Jl i I iii i iiiiii i i •

" RF is given as a fraction ( d, < 10 _zm) of airborne mass

, "* Static conditions of plutoniumrelease are those limited to low-velocity air flows and no
external mechanical stresses to assist dispersion of the contaminant particles.

" "'" A complete dispersion of plutonium (ARF - 1.0) is assumed for the dynamic conditions
of release, such as burning plutonium metal in a high air flow resulting in the
aerosolization of the oxide formed, or bursting molten plutonium under boiling
conditions or explosions.
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Pure plutonium
4

log(ARR)= (-4.36+ 0.071AH )(0.23- 350._....66. 1.91e5) (A)
r°g (r og)_

_-Pu alloy

log(_ = (-7.47+ 0.101,U¢) (0.60- C_I"-----2* 2.16e5) (B)
T °K (T OK )2

where AH = absolute humidity (mg H20/I air)
.........

RF = 1.07 -0.00353. T *C + 3.82.10"_" (T *C)2 (C)

Combustion of contaminated solid waste materials appears to present a significant

contamination hazard, because of the quantity of contaminated wastes stored in nuclear facilities, and

because of the large fraction of contamination that can be released during a solid waste fire.

Experiments have shown that up to 50 percent of the radioactive contamination can become airborne

during combustion of a typical waste material if the material is burning in the convective plume of a

fire. A large fire may also cause bursting of waste storage drums exposed to direct flames.

Airborne release parameters are presented in this report for the following contaminated

combustible solid materials involved in an accidental fire:

• Rubber (polychloroprene or latex) tl

• Polystyrene resin

• Polymethylmethacrylate
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• Paper (cellulose) and mixed waste

• Mixed waste in 55-gal drums

The recommendedplutonium aerosol release parametersare shown in Table II.
w,

Table II. PlutoniumRelease During Combustionof ContaminatedSolid Materials

,i,, =, , , l ,,,,, , , , , ,, , ,, I I ..,

Combustible ARF

Material Dry Powder Solution or Salt RF
_, .... '.......... I ' ,., I r" ' _=.,.., ,,.,, 111' r ' • _ ' '

Rubber 0.010 0.040 1.0
...... ,., ,, ,. • i i i iii ._ L iii, ii ,,, i i ii i t i

Polystyrene NA 0.008 1.0
_1 i i ii ii i i iii iii i i i iii IIll I I I I I III II I I I iii ii

Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) 0.050 0.020 1.0

Cellulose and mixed waste materials 0.2754.3.254 In(u) 0.01202.2.075 in{u) 1.0
(u = air velocity Ira/si) (max 0.5) (max 0.5)

] Ill .................. i i i i ii i i iI iI

For the plastic materials, such as PMMA, polychloroprene, and polystyrene, which produce

bubbles and become soft before they ignite, the contamination ARF under static burning conditions

(low air flow) are higher than releases from cellulose burning under similar conditions. This is

probably related to the bursting of bubbles at the surface of plastic materials. When the contaminated

material is located in the convective plume of a fire, approximately half of the 1contamination on the

combustible material is transported by the plume.

Release from burning cellulose is largely controlled by the flow of gases around contamination

particles. Two different mechanisms of air flow development caused by the fire were considered:

evolution of combustible gases by pyrolys_s, and development of updraft air flow by natural

convection. Calculational procedures needed to evaluate flow velocities are suggested in this work.

These procedures can be used to estimate an ARF for different scales of a fire. However, this

" methodology should be validated.

Releases derived for cellulose combustion are also recommended for the prediction of an ARF

for mixed wastes.
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Based on the very limited informationavailable, it is recommendedthat unlined 55-gal drums

containingccmbustible material should be considered to have released ali of their contents if drums

are exposed to flames from a large fire. Unlined drums not exposed to direct flames will maintain
4b

their seals. The evidence suggests that lined drums may maintain their seals. However, no

thermodynamicconsiderations involving the temperatureandpressureevolution in the drums exposed

to the fire were found in the literature.

All releases from burningcontaminatedsolid materials are conservat| :ly assumed to be in the

respirablesize range. However, since plutoniumoxide contaminantis a refractorymaterial

unaffectedby fire, its original RF, if known, should be used.

Potential releases from flammable !iquids are less significant, becauseof the lower releases

expected, and because work is cucrently in progress at Rocky Flats to convert liquid wastes into solid

form. Nevertheless, the risk of contaminant releases associated with the combustion of kerosene-like

flammable liquids, such as during ajet-fuel fire caused by a crash of an airplane, will continue to be

of significant concern. Tables III and IV summarize recommendationsdeveloped in this work for

plutonium releases from noncombustible and combus:ible liquids, respectively.

Table IH. Plutonium Release From Heating or Boiling ContaminatedLiquids and Liquid Residues

, I 'Irl ,, ,, , T "1 ,,, ,. ', ,,,. ', ',"I ,,,, ::

Heating Conditions ARF RF
IiiII[ I l l I ill I l

Simmering (Quiescent surface) 2.0 x 10.4 0.5{')
i i ,i , a. i ., ,,, , , ,.,.

Boiling (Disturbed surface) Equation (D) (max 0.02) 0.5 (')
,. J,,.i. ii . .i ,, ,., ,a .i

Heating dried liquid residue 7.0 x 10.4 1.0xl0 "5
III II I III II illIPIli

Note: (a) This RF value is estimated based on a single andunsubstantiatedresult given in Mishima
et al. (1968-b)

Iog(ARF) = -13.38 + 22070" B - 1.043,10'1.,B2 (D)

2where B = boil-efr rate (fraction/cm/min).



Table IV. PlutoniumRelease From Combustion of ContaminatedOrganic Liquids

• , i , I I ' I "

. 'iiConed ,matal ,AtR RF
.... iii ii II I I I I III IIII I I III [ I I I,

TBP-kerosene 0.10 0.001/minute 1.0
" (Dissolved contaminant)

i ii | i ii i ii i

Kerosene 0.02 0.001/minute 1.0(a)
(Powdercontaminant)

i i i |1 i i t i

Note: (a) Use the RF of the contaminantpowder, if known.

For extreraeconditions, some of the above cited ARFs have large maximumvalues. Because

of this, it is necessary to stress that the potential for an unexpectedly high release fraction suggests

that much more attentionneeds to be paid to postulating accidentscenarios, and to the material

inventory involved in the fire. If the release fractions expected from any accidentwere low, such a

careful analysis of the progressionof the accidentwould be less important.

Also, with the potentialfor higher release fractions, uncertaintiesassociated with any release

parameterbecome extremely important. As shown in this work, majoruncertaintiesare associated

with the considerableamountof scatter amongthe reportedARFs andRFs. Much of this scatter is

due to the experimenters'desire to investigatea variety of test conditions in a limited-scope study.

These variables include use of plutoniumor a simulant, chemical form of the contaminant,its size

distribution,":z amount and applicationprocedure, type of combustible material, flow conditions, and

many others. Even when experimenterstook great care to achieve reproduciblefire conditions, order

of magnitudevariations in contaminantrelease were observed.

The physical arrangementof the contaminationand combustiblematerial can also affect the

observed ARF. Contaminationon the undersideof combustible material is released at a lower rate

than contaminationon top. This is consistentwith the observed effect of gas velocity on contaminant

release. In an actual accident, many contaminant-fuelarrangementsare expected to occur. Some of

these arrangementswill reduce the amount of airbornecontaminant,while other arrangementswill

cause increased contaminantrelease.

The behavior of waste materials stored in 55-gallon drums is very uncertain. Both the location

. . of a drum during an accident and the presence of a liner inside the drum can affect the release

expected for that drum. Drums that remainsealed are expected to release negligible contamination,
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but a drum that explodes has a potential for releasing half of the contained contamination if its content

is blasted into the flames.

The health effects of the released contamination are strongly dependent on the size distribution
4.

and composition of the aerosol. Respirable contaminated particles present the greatest hazard to the

surrounding population. Aerosol generat_ from solutions tends to be mostly respirable, and a

conservative estimate requires a relatively large respirable fraction for this contamination form. In

many experiments involving combustible materials, the mass distribution of the overall aerosol

consisting of contaminant and soot particles was measured. This may not provide correct information

about the size distribution of the contaminant aerosol. If the s_ot particles produced by the fire are

large, as they were for the polychloroprene material in the study by Halverson et al. (1987), where an

aerodynamic mass median diameter of 19.9 #m was observed, the mass distribution is dominated by

the uncontaminated portion of the aerosol. If the contamination aerosol exists as a separate population

of particles, as indicated by Buijs et al. (1988), the size distribution of the contaminatio_ may be

respirable, but may be hidden by the combustion aerosol in measurements. Of course, if the total

mass distribution is respirable, the contamination aerosol is respirable as weil.

The conclusion of this report is a set of procedures for estimating release fractions for

plutonium in the form prevalent at the Rocky Flats Plant, which requires a detailed description of the

accident to be analyzed. The development of such a description is beyond the scope of this work.
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INTRODUCTION

B..ar_.r.._d Information
o

. Plutonium is a fabricatedmetal once produced in large amountsto be used in the production of

nuclear energy and nuclear weapons. It is a potentemitterof high_nergy a-particles capableof

breaking chemicalbonds in the molecular structuresof human cells, resulting in genetic changes and

n_utationof affected cells. Plutoniumis one of the most toxic materials knownto humans.

Nuclearfuel-cycle facilities whereplutoniumis processed cause notablepublic concern

regardingthe safety of operatingthe facilities and regarding the potential adverse effect on public

health of airbornereleases of plutoniumto the environmentduringaccident. These nuclear facilities

are therefore requiredto perform safety analyses of various hypothetical accidentscenarios considered

relevant and credible for a plant andto presentresults of these studies in EnuironmentalImpact

Statements (EIS) and Safety Analysis Reports (SAR). One of the final goals of the safety analysis is

to provide a scientificallyjustifiable estimate of the amountof aerosolized plutoniumexpected to be

released to the environmentfrom the postulated accident. Since plutoniumhas a high potential for

adversely affectinghuman health due to inhalationexposure, safety analyses focus on aerosolized

plutonium particles in the respirablesize range. An overall approachto making the calculationsfor

performing safety analyses for nuclearfacilities is described elsewhere (e.g., Ayer et al., 1988) and is

not discussed in this report.

One componentof information implicitly required for safety analyses is the source term, or

fraction of plutoniummaterialthat can be released as aerosol during an accident. This work will

review currentunderstandingof plutoniumsource termsand is limited only to postulatedaccidents

involving fires.

Several definitions related to the quantification of plutonium releases are needed to clarify the

terminology adopted in this work. Airborne release of material is defined as the process by which a

fraction of the material becomes dispersed in the air regardless of how long it stays airborne. Thus,

if a powder is dispersed into the air by some release mechanism, it is considered airborne, even

" though the particles settle down in a short amount of time. This definition appears to be appropriate

due to its objectivity. The release fraction thus defined is independent of the boundaries of the
w

experimental apparatus in which it was measured. Since it is just a definition, it cannot change the



results of the safety analysis, which can, however, become more accurate and consistent with other

relevant studies.

Air dispersion of plutonium can be expressed in terms of the airborne release fraction (ARF)

defined as the total fraction of initial material released in the accident, or the airborne release rate

(ARR), which is the average rate at which ARF is released for the duration of the accident. Both

these definitions are equally pertinent and should be used as appropriate in calculations involving

accident duration, amount of plutonium affected by the accident, material combustion rates, and other

relevant parameters.

Respirable fraction (RF) of the mass of plutonium dispersed in the air during an accident is

used in safety analyses to eliminate relatively coarse airb,_rne particles from consideration. Since

these coarse particles are not considered respirable, they do not immediately contribute to public risk

from the safety analysis point of view, even if the particles are capable of staying airborne along their

leak paths from the release point. For the purposes of safety analyses, it is conditionally accepted

that particles having aerodynamic diameters smaller than 10 _m constitute RF. The aerodynamic

diameter of a particle is defined as the diameter of a unit-density sphere having the same settling

velocity as the particle under consideration.

Proiect Objectives and AoDroach

The objectives of this project are to provide an independent review of information from the

available literature on plutonium release parameters obtainM in worldwide studies on accidental fires

that might occur in nuclear facilities and to generate technically justifiable recommendations on

plutonium releases based on this review. To meet these objectives, this study was conducted in

several stages, including literature search, information review and classification, data base analysis,

and development of recommendations on plutonium release parameters.

As mentioned above, this work was limited to the accidental fire_ in nuclear facilities involving

plutonium metal (which is a chemically active material that can be stored in one place in large

amounts) or some other materials containing plutonium. The other materials containing plutonium

considered here include a number of contaminated waste materials that can be in either solid or liquid

form and various process liquids that could contain relatively large amounts of plutonium.

Accordingly, this report is structured in three main sections that discuss plutonium releases from



metal oxidationprocesses, from combustion of contaminatedsolid wastes, and from combustion of

contaminatedliquids involved in an accidentalfire.

A substantialamountof work has been conductedon accidental releasesof plutoniumin

nuclearfacilities. Since many process variablesstrongly affect plutoniumaerosolizationmechanisms

. and since the purposeof these studies was a concretepracticalapplication,most of the experiments

were performedon an integratedbasis in which plutoniumreleases were measuredunder a specific set

of conditions, without separationof the effects of the variables. Also, many of the experiments were
s

not replicated, resulting in serious scatter and inconclusiveness of some experimental data and

uncertaintiesassociated with them. In severalpublished review papers, researchersattemptedto

interpretavailable experimentaldata andto develop recommendationson plutoniumrelease fractions

to be used in SARs. The purposeof this work is to complement these studies _ndto improve current

knowledge in this technical area by providingan independentcriticalanalysis of ali available literature

sources and to providejustifiable recommendationson plutoniumrelease parameters using

comparativeanalysis of the mainfindings presentedin the literature.

OXIDATION OF PLUTONIUM METAL

Introduction

In a recent and most extensive draft publication on accidentalreleases of plutonium, Mishima
i

(1993-a) comprehensively described the experimental source-termdatabase available. Based on this

analysis, he constructed a table of recommendations,a part of which related to the oxidation of

plutoniummetal is shown in Table I*.

_s

* The apparent errors in Mishima's publication were corrected as shown in Table 1 (Mishima,
1993-b).
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Table 1. Mishima (1993-a) RecommendedRelease Parameters
for Oxidationof PlutoniumMetal

m i i i i ill la.,... , ,,,..i ,, .., , . _.

Release Rate

iNo. : Process Conditions :: or Fraction .: Respirable Fractionii i,ml, , i i i

c_'Pu 8-Pu a-Pu b-Pu
I I I ii ii I i illi III I iii I lm I I I

! Room temperatureoxidation in dry air 2.0e-6 7.2e-8 0.7 0.7
0tg/cm2hr)

i , i a|| i i i i iiiii al, i

2 Room temperature oxidation at 100% RH 7.0e-3 6.0e-4 0.7 0.7
(#g/cm2hr)

i i i i npll mi I II llh I n

3 Oxidation at elevated temperatures 3.0e-5 x fraction 0.04
(ARF) oxidized

n| ,. i i . i m,, i

4 Self-sustained oxidation 5.0e-4 0.5
(ATF)

. a

5 Disturbed surface, high turbulence, 0.01 1.0
violent airborne reaction (ARF)

i i |. i. i Hm nn

6 Explosive reaction, molten metal, rapid 1.0 0.5
vapor formation (ARF)

, I .I . i _ ,_, .....

one purpose of the present study is to accurately evaluate plutonium source terms for

accidental fires that could be used in SAPs. In addition to this goal, source-term information will be

generalized to minimize the amount of guess work needed to perform the analysis, and yet maintain

its accuracy and usefulness. Although Table 1 provides important information on plutonium releases

for several process conditions, the table does not appear to be easy to use. For example, entry 3 of

the table intends to cover a wide range of conditions from room temperature to ignition, within which

the ARF is assumed to be constant and equal to 3.0 x 10"5of the oxide formed. This assumption,

however, is not supported by experimental observations, resulting in significant overestimation of

release fractions in most cases. Also, determinationof the oxidation rate of plutonium under different

conditions needed for Mishima's analysis is not straightforward,which adds more uncertainty to the

analysis.



Exuerimenta! Data Ba_¢

This work will first summarize the currently available experimental data base and briefly

present their main findings, separately from other review papers which will be discussed further in

. this report. This section of the report summarizes the most notable experiments performed for

studying plutonium releases from oxidation processes. The literature sources are presented in

chronological order to provide a better perspective on the development on this subject.

One of the earlier systematic experimental programs involving metallic plutonium was

• conducted by _l;ewart(1963_. In one part of his work, Stewart studied rusting of both pure plutonium

metal and its 5-stabilized alloy (density of which is p = 15.92 g/cre3, Leonard, 1967) under various

test conditions, without burning the specimens. At room temperature, ARR of ¢_-phaseplutonium

(p = 19.86 g/cre3) showed strong dependence on the relative humidity of the air surrounding the

plutgnium pieces and was consistently different for the two allotropic phases of the metal. Stewart

also performed a series of plutonium oxidation tests at a temperature of 123°C in which plutonium is

stable in _-phase, p = 17.7 g/cre3. Under these conditions, neither the effect of air humidity nor that

of the plutonium phase were well pronounced. His observations are represented in Figure 1 using

open symbols. This figure also displays ,'orresponding results obtained by Chatfield (1968) in a work

described later in this report. The lines interpolate average values obtained for both Stewart's and

Chatfield's datasets for each of the test temperatures, As shown in this figure, airborne release rates

span several orders of magnitude in these measurements.

In another part of the study, Stewart investigated plutonium release behavior in combustion

processes. He burned bulk plutonium specimens and metal shavings under different conditions

varying oxygen content in the atmosphere, rate of heat transfer to the specimens prior to their ignition

point, plutonium phase and physical dimensions, and other parameters. ARFs ranged from - 10.5 to

- 10.2 (pure 02) in these experiments.

Mi_hima (1965) performed a series of six tests in which -- 10-g unalloyed plutonium samples

were burned in a horizontal-flow apparatus. The ARFs measured were as low as 2.8 x 10s to

5.2 x 10"7. No particles were detected by microscopic examination of the filters used to collect the

" releases, indicating (according to the author) that the particles were smaller than -0.1-_m in

diameter. However, it appears reasonable to suppose that a substantial amount of airborne particles
i,

was lost in the apparatus due to settling and other deposition mechanisms.
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In anotherseries of experiments, Mishima (19(_5)performed three tests in which large

plutoniumspecimens weighing up to almost 1.8 kg were burned to completion. These experiments

were conductedin a vertical-flow apparatuswhere an upwardair velocity of 525 cm/s was

maintained. ARFs measured in this work ra_ged from 3.4 x 10"sto 4.9 x 104. One sample of

- airborne particles of plutoniumoxide collected on a filter was analyzed for size distribution, resulting

in a geometric mass median diameter(geometricMMD, based on the projecteddiameters of the

particles) of 4.2 izm.

_ttinger et al. (1967) presentedaerosol characterizationresults obtained from burningsamples

of sodium andp!-tcnium. In this report, we consideronly those experiments in which plutoniumwas

used as test material.

Ettinger et al. addre';sedtwo issues in their work. First, they measured panicle-size

distributionsof airborne_eleases collected on electron microscopegrids using an electrostatic

precipitationtechnique. The grids were positioned approximately20 cm above the burner where

samples of ct- or eS-phaseplutonium or a Pu-Co-Ce alloy containing 57.7% Pu were burned. The

tests were conductedvarying oxygen contentof the air. Based on their microscopic examination, the

aerosol collected on the grids was found to have geometric MMD rangingfrom 0.03 to 0.14 _m and

a geometric standarddeviation (ag) rangingfrom 1.24 to 1.76 for ali test materials. These aerosol

parameterswere not explicitly affected by the oxygen concentrationof the burning atmosphere. In

general, airborneparticles collected in this study were almost 2 orders of magnitudesmaller than the

- particles investigated by Mishima (1966). A possible explanation of this discrepancy is that Ettinger

et al., used a lower upwardair velocity of approximately15 cm/s (our estimate), as comparedto the

525 cm/s air velocity used in Mishima's experiments.

Also, in experiments using b-phase plutonium,Ettingeret al. (1967) observed relatively large

chain-stntctured agglomeratesof fine primaryparticles, having more than 1/zm in the longer

dimension. These agglomeratesvisually appearedto be similar to the agglomerate particles produced

by burningpuremetallic gallium, which was the 6-plutoniumstabilization component used in their

work. Based on this similarity, the agglomerateswere assumed to be madeof gallium and were not

included in the b-phase plutoniumpanicle-size distributionanalysis.
@

The other task addressedby Ettingeret al. (1967) was to measure ARFs from burningmetallic

plutonium. They used only the Pu-Co-Ce alloy containing 57.7% plutoniumin these experiments andq,,

a horizontal-flow apparatus aspirated at an air velocity of - 150 cm/s. Air filters were used to collect

aerosol particles. The ARFs were measured for oxygen-deficient atmospheres at two burn



f
temperatures and ranged from 1.8 x 10"7to 3.9 x 10"_. Size distribution was not analyzed in these

experiments.

ChB_eld (1968_ investigated airborne releases from burning pure plutonium and its _-stabilized

alloy in both saturated air (100% RH at room temperature) and dry air. His experimental setup was

designed to sample airborneparticles smaller than --20 ttm in so-called Stokes' diameter (which is
m

defined as the diameter of a spherical particle having the same density and settling velocity as the

particle in question). Chatfield measured the ARRs and aerosol particle-size distributions for

plutonium oxidation temperatures ranging from room temperature to almost 1000*C.

Chatfield's _rborne release rates obtained for the below-ignition temperatures (converted by

the authors of this report to mass terms, as before, using 0.062 _tCi/_g specific activity of Puz_9) are

shown in Figure 1 above with blackened symbols. A reasonably good agreementbetween his results

and the results of Stewart (1963) is clearly seen.

For plutonium "combustion experiments", ChatIield did not specify the time required for the

plutonium specimens to burn up in the test fires. If we assume, however, that the specimens burned

to completion in approximately 10 rain, which was roughly the time that the similarly sized plutonium

samples burned in Stewart's (1963) experiments, an average ARF of -0.2 x l0 _ is obtained.

Chat'field also measured particle-size distributions for the ARFs from plutonium oxidation

processes. According to his observations, the RF of the released aerosol noticeably decreased with

higher oxidation temperatures.

In another related study, Chaffie!d (1969-a_ investigated the combustion behavior of plutonium

in the presence of sodium. The tests were conducted using a horizontal apparatus having an air

velocity of about 80 cm/s. In two of his experiments considered in this report, no sodium was

present. Using as before 0.062 Ci/g Pu2_9 specific activity, we calculated the average ARF as 3.0 x

l0 "5and the RF as 0.34 (the maximum RF measured was 0.41). Combustion temperatures were not

recorded for these experiments.

Charfield also conducted a series of tests in which thin plutonium wires were vaporized at

approximately 50,000*K, using an electric discharge. The whole amount of plutoniumwas released

in these experiments. Linear aggregates of primary particles having diameters of approximately 0.02

_m were formed by vapor condensation and agglomeration mechanisms. Most of the aggregates

visually appearedto be in the respirable size range.

Carterand Stewart (1971) studied essentially two plutonium release mechanisms from burning

_-phasespecimens under "static" conditions and burning molten plutonium droplets falling in the air.

8



In the static oxidation experiments, they burned metal fragments at the top of a 75-cm column without

disturbing the sample. The residue of these burned fragments then disintegrated on cooling and foil

down the column. An upward air flow was maintained such that particles with aerodynamic

diameters smaller than --30 pm were collected for analyses. A maximum value of the respirable

- fraction related to the whole source material burned (i.e., a productof their ARF and RF according to

our convention) was found to be approximately 1.0 x 104.

In the second task of the study, Carter and Stewart (1970) heated small plutonium specimens to

660°C and 2000°C in argon (or air), after which the metal droplets fell into the air and burned. If a

droplet that was still burning impacted on a surface, it produced bright sparks, emitting vapor from

the interior, and relatively large hollow spheroids of plutonium oxide were then found. The ARF x

RF product was found to be as high as 0.01 in this case. However, the authors estimated that a

fraction (0.5) of the vapor produced from the spheroids will appear in the respirable size range.

Raabe et al. (19_78)undertook an experimental task in support of the Plutonium Aerosol

Generation Experiments ('PAGE)program, in which they studied aerosol generation by burning in air

droplets of 6-phase plutonium, having 50- to 500-pro diameters, ignited with a laser. In general

terms, this work was conducted in a manner similar to that u_ed in the droplet=combustion

experiments of Carter and Stewart (1971) presented above, and qualitatively, similar observations

were made. The authors concluded that the vaporized fraction of molten plutonium droplets increases

for smaller specimens from approximately 0.1 for burning 0.a-mta droplets to 0.4 for 0.1-mta

droplets. The aerosolized fraction sampled was analyzed for particle=sizedistributions, using an

impactor and a spiral-duct centrifuge. The impactor samples appeared to produce more conservative

results, perhaps due to the partial fragmentation of particles on impact, resulting in an average

aerodynamic activity median diameterof 1.15 pm and as = 1.53. Assuming a log-normal

distribution for this aerosol, its respirable fraction was calculated by the authors of this report as

approximately 0.4.

The last experimental study presented in this section of the report is a work by Eidson ¢_al.

who performed detailed experiments on 5-phase plutonium release fractions from reactions in

reducing/oxidizing atmospheres. (No significant difference between respirable aerosol releases from
m,

these reactions was noticed.) The authors conducted a total of 14 experiments in which they

determined ARFs using sums of ali aerosol particles collected in several sampling devices and those

calculated as lost on the test chamber surfaces. Although their estimates suggested to them that these

sums should be used to represent respirable releases (meaning RF = 1), the authors of this report are

9



inclined to considertheir assessmentof theRF as being excessively conservative. Eidson et al.

(1988) performed a statistical analysis of the experimentalresults obtained in their work. They

determined an averageARF value as 2. I x I0"4,with a worst-case value of 4.6 x 10"3.
,b

Review Pa_.rs
_s

A brief review of the available experimentaldatabase presentedabove indicates that plutonium

always releases airborneparticles when it is exposed to an atmospherethat is not inert. Even at room

temperatureoxidation, plutonium releases aerosol particles.

During the oxidation process, a film of plutoniumoxide rapidlyforms on clean surfaces of

metallic plutonium. The rate of oxidation reaction is controlled at this stage by the rate of oxygen

diffusion through the film aad thereforedecreases as the thickness of the film increasesover time.

During this stage of the process, a buildupof mechanical stress develops in the oxide layer due to the

lower density of plutoniumoxide (molar volume = 23.67 cm3/mol, Hasehke, 1992) as comparedto

the density of metal plutonium(molar volume = 12.20 cm3/mol), resulting in cracking and

fragmentationof the oxide layer. At this point, oxidationof plutoniummetal transits to the second

kinetics stage, the rate of which stabilizes due to enhanced diffusion of oxygen to newly exposed

metallic surfaces. Release of Pu particles is observed at this stage of the process. After

approximately a day of exposure to oxygen, this process stabilizes at a somewhat higher reaction rate,

indicating the beginning of the third oxidation stage. According to Haschke (1992), the origin of this

behavior has yet to be explained. A comprehensive characterization of the source-term parameters

appeared to be a difficult task due to their dependence on many other process parameters controlling

plutonium aerosolization from chemical reactions.

Several previously published review papers interpreted the data presented above, including

(among others) work by Stewart (1963 and 1964), Mishima (1964), Felt (1967), Chaffield (1969-b),

Mishima and Schwendiman (1970), Sutter et al. (1984), Ballereau (1987, translated in 1991),

Mahoney and Mishima (1990), Haschke (1992), and Mishima (1993). Several of these reviews of the

experimental results obtained for the oxidation of metallic plutonium are considered in this work since

they reflect other attempts to organize plutonium release fractions, using different approaches and

experimental data.

Stewart (196_3)based his recommendations on airborne plutonium release parameters mainly on

his own observations. These recommendations are reiterated below in Table 2. In brief, Stewart

I0



summarizedhis findings on the plutoniumrelease rate into the atmospherefor two categories: (1)

oxidationof plutoniumwithout ignition at differenttemperaturesup to 500°C and(2) combustionof

plutoniumwith temperaturesof the metal exceeding its melting point of 640°C. For these two

categories, he separatelyconsideredradioactivereleases for either static or dynamic conditions, which

. are defined as correspondingto a gas flow of up to 1 m/see around s_ationarymaterial(static

conditions) and as conditionsunder which ali of the plutoniumoxide formed may be released into the

atmosphere (dynamicconditions). Also, for t_mperaturesof up to 120°C, differentrelease

parametersare gi_sn for pure plutoniummetal and for a 8-stabilizedplutoniumalloy.

To evaluate the healthhazards identifiedwith accidentalreleases of plutoniumoxide particles

into the atmosphere,respirablefractionsassociated with radioactive aerosols ne_l to be determinedas

well. For these purposes, Stewart (1963) also measuredparticle-sizedistributionsin his tests. In

attemptingto generalize his recommendations, he constructed one generic particle-size distribution for

airborne plutonium oxide particles released in most of the plutonium-oxidation processes that he

considered, except for three cases in which particle-size distributions are given for the bulk oxide

powders formed.

One of these distributions was built for the entire mass of oxide powder obtained by burning

plutonium under dynamic conditions. Since the airborne release fraction specified for this case was

1.0, this bulk-oxide distribution function can be used for evaluating respirable release fractions as

well.

Two other bulk oxide powder distributions were also obtained for dynamic oxidation of

plutonium below the ignition point. In these two cases, however, plutonium releases are given in

terms of rates (per unit time), meaning that these "dynamic release rates" are actually the rates at

which plutonium oxidizes without ignition under some dynamic conditions, causing oxide particles to

detach from the specimen as soon as they are formed.

Respirable release fractions of airborne plutonium oxide particles are also given in Table 2.

These values were calculated using Stewart's experimental observations and his recommended values

for the releases.

-

a
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Table 2. Stewart(1963) RecommendedRelease Parameters
for PlutoniumMetal

, i , , ,

Release Rate

No, Process Conditions :_g/cm._',, , Respirable Fraction

i I IIII I III II II iii i

1 Oxidation at room temperature
Static Otg/cm2hr)z 8. le-3 8. le-4 0.70 0.70

(fraction per hour)2 3.0e-9
Dynamic 80.6 8.06 0.70 0.70

i iii ii i i i

2 Oxidation at - 120"C
Static 8. le-2 0.806 0.70 0.70
Dynamic 8.1e+4 806. 0.70 (0.04)3

i , , , ii ,, i,,, , |

3 Oxidation at 400-5000C (no ignition)
Static 161.3 161.3 0.70 0.70

Dynamic 6.45e + 5 6.45e + 5 (0..02) (0.02)
i i ii [ i [i i IIlll I II II • IIlI II i i

4 Combustion
Static (release fraction) 2.0e-4 2.0e-4 0.90 0.90

(fraction per hoar) 4 1.2e-_
Dynamic (release fraction) 1.0 1.0 (0.001) (0.001)

, , , ,, la , , 1

M_0ncy and Mishima (19901presented anothel approach to evaluating plutonium release

fractions from oxidation processes. After they reviewed the available literature, they compiled an

experimental data base on plutonium releases. Based on this data, two methods were proposed for the

evaluation of release fractions. Neither of these two methods incorporated results from several

experimen:s considered by the authors not applicable.

Release masses of plutoniumare calculated using 0.062 #Ci/#g specific activity.

2 Fractions (underlined values) are calculated using specimen's cylindrical geometry and e_-phase
plutonium density p= 19.84 g/cre3 (Hammond, 1984-85).

3 Values in parentheses are based on particle-size distribution functions obtained for bulk oxide
powders.

4 Based on - 10 rain combustion time reported for the 10-15 g Pu specimens.
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First source term evaluationmethod considersmaximum values for plutoniumreleases obtained

from the experiments. These values are given in terms of either the total release fractions of initial

material or the fractional release rates. The three highest release fractions identified rangedfrom

approximately2 x 10.4 to 2 x 10.2 accordingto Stewart's experiments. However, two of these

" experiments were performed using oxygen-enrichedatmospheres,andone experimentwas performed

with pure metal underrepeatedly fluctuatingtemperatureof the specimen, which probablyresulted in

high releases due to fluctuatingmechanicalstresses. None of these experiments are likely to represent

a credible accident scenario. The highest release rate specified by the authorsfor burningplutonium

was 3.2 x 10-4hr"1as measuredfor puremetal by Mishima (1966).

Next, Mahoney and Mishima (1990) excluded _extraor_nary"conditions of oxygen-enriched

atmospheresfrom considerationand tabulated their findings separately for pure metal and for 6-alloy.

Both the release fractions and the release rates were used in the table. Mahoney and Mishima

noticed a certain inconsistencybetween several experimentalresults since some of the release rates, if

assumed constant for the durationof sampling, could not result in the release fractions measured.

This observationcould probablybe explained by recognizing that the table they used still contained

some extraordinaryexperiments, resulting in the comparison of different release mechanisms. For

example, during complete oxidation of pure metal and _-stabilized alloy in two well-defined

experiments in which ~ 10-g plutoniumcylinderssteadily burned to completion in approximately 10

minutes, Stewart (1963) measured a 1.5 x 10s fractionof initial material that was airborne, resulting

in approximately9.0 x 10"shr"1release ratesfor both cases. This agrees very well with Mishima's

(1966) measurements using largeplutonium specimens, where airborne release rates were found to

range from 9.0 x 10"sto 3.2 x 10-4 hr"l. Also, these experiments indicated that there was no

significant difference in airbornereleases from burningplutoniumin either of its allotropic forms,

which was to be expectedsince the metal loses its crystal structureas it melts under the high

combustion temperaturesof the experiments.

The other model developed by Mahoney and Mishima was aimed at finding empirical

correlationsbetween aerosol release rates and several process parametersassumed to affect plutonium

release mechanisms. Mahoney and Mishima limited this analysis to considering only the rates of
t_

plutoniumreleases because the total fractional releases were thought to be less applicable in some

accident scenarios in which fire is postulated to be extinguished before plutonium metal involved in¢,

the accident is completely burned.

13
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As a result of statistical analysesperformedon this more limited data base, Mahoney and

Mishima arrived at several empirical correlationsestablishing the effects of relativehumidity (PH) of

the air andpeak temperatureof either pureplutoniumor its 8-alloy on airbornereleases from an

accidentalfire. Since these equationsrepresentsome averagevalues of release parameters, they were

adjustedby adding respective standard errors provided by the statistics, resulting in more conservative

predictions. Several of these equations are reproducedbelow as an illustration.

Pure Pu

Iog(ARR)= -3.483 4.0.01292.R// - -.---2123" (1)T°£

Iog(ARR.RF)= -3.829+ 0.01232.RH 2681. (2)TOK

_-Pu

Iog(ARR) = -2.131 + 0.01169" RH - 2823----2 (3)TOK

Iog(ARR.RF)ffi-2.384+ 0.00701.RH 2779. (4)
TOK

Figure2 reproducedfromthereferenceforpuremetaloxidationat100% relativehumidity

illustratesthismethodology.Inthisfigure,blackenedsymbolswereusedforthosedatapointsthat

we have identified in the data base considered.

As shown in Equations 1 through 4, ARR increases by a factor of more than 15 as RH

: increases from 0% to 100%. This, however, is not that obvious from the available data base. First

of all, in the few experiments described in the literature in which air humidity was controlled, 100%

RH was measured at room temperature, which corresponds to approximately 16 mg/l absolute

humidity. This was shown to significantly affect ARR for plutonium oxidation at room temperature

14
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Figure 2. StatisticalCorrelationfor Pure PU Release Rateat 100% RH
(Mahoneyand Mishima, 1990)
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only (Stewart, 1963; Chatfield, 1968), resulting in increases in airbornerelease fractions of more than

4 orders of magnitude; however, these release fractions were still extremely low. At oxidation

temperaturesexceeding approximately100°C, this effect diminishes, if not reverses, as illustrated

above in Figure 1. Generallyspeaking, air containing 16 mg/l moisture is still very dry at elevated

temperaturesproduced duringself-sustained combustionof plutonium (16 mg/l moisture content in the
i

air correspondsto less than 3 %RH at 100°C), and it seems reasonableto expect very little effect of

moisture contentin room air on the oxidation behaviorof plutoniumat temperaturesabove the

ignitionpoint.

The effects of plutoniumcombustionpeak temperatureon airborne release parametersare also

not apparent,based on the data available in the literature. According to Figure 2, ARR of plutonium

monotonically increases with the peak temperatureof oxidation, includingcombustion regimes as

weil. However, the data shown in Figure 3, which are based on the plutoniumcombustionresults of

Stewart (1963) do not supportCorrelation (1). The figure shows airborne release fractions obtained

in experiments in which combustiontime of plutoniumspecimens weighing about 10 g was

approximately 10 minutes.

Bal!ereau(19913 also reviewed publishedinformationon plutoniumoxidation and release

parameters under various temperaturesand combustion conditions. Based on his analysis of the data

base, Table 3 shows Ballereau's recommended release fractions for plutoniummetal involved in an

accidental fire.

Hasehke (19927 has recently performed another review of experimental data attempting to

develop a method for estimating plutonium ARR from oxidation proc_ses based on analysis of a

complete size distribution of oxide particles formed from oxidation of bulk plutonium specimens.

This attempt, however, was not straightforward because (I) complete particle size distribution of a

bulk oxide material was not available from experimental data presented in the literature and (2)

particle size distributions available for either airborne release fractions or plutonium oxide residue

particles remaining from the oxidation process were obtained using different measurement techniques.

These different techniques were also based on different definitions of particle size, which therefore

complicated Haschke's derivation of the total particle size distribution function. Haschke found a

certain analogy between size distributions of plutonium powders formed by oxidation of plutonium

- metal in air (Stewart, 1963; Mishima, 1965) and plutonium hydride particles, a complete distribution

of which was obtained by Stakebake (1981). Using this analogy, he suggested a complete size

distribution for plutonium oxide powder, which is reproduced in Figure 4.

16
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Table 3. Ballereau (1987) Recommended Release Parameters
for Oxidation of Plutonium Metal

,b

,, , ,,.. = i ,,., i. ,..,=,, , , ._ i,,,,,,, ,,,

w

No. Combustion Conditions Release Fraction Respirable Fraction

II II Iii I I I I III II I1'1 I I II I I U

1 Static (air velocity < 150 cre/s) " 1.0e-4 --

i iiii i iii i iii i i i ]Jll i ii ii i iii i i ii i

2 Dynamic (air velocity > 150 cm/s) 5.0e-4 1.00
temperature 800-1000"C

ii i iii i i ii i i J i i i i ii ii i i ilii i i i illll

3 Vigorous (projection of droplets & sparks) 0.1 0.01
temperature 1500-2000"C

__ i ii iii i m i i i iiili ii i i i ii i i i i i iig i

4 Combustion at very high temperature O.1 0.046
fT > 3000"C)

i i i J ii i i ii J _ i B

Figure 4 uses the geometric diameters of the particles as obtained from a microscope

examination. These actual'particles have the PuO2 density of 11.45 g/cre3. The aerodynamic

diameters of the particles appear to be approximately 3.4 times their geometric diameters, so that a 10

izm aerodynamic size corresponds to a 3 _m actual PuO2 particle. Therefore, according to the

distribution shown in Figure 4, the mass fraction of particles smaller than -3 izm (geometric

diameter) constitutes the. respirable fraction of the bulk oxide powder. This fraction is found from

Figure 4 to be somewhat less than 0.0001, which thus represents the maximum possible release of

respirable plutonium oxide particles in a fire.

Haschke also addressed the kinetics of the plutonium oxidation process by combustion,

suggesting an oxidation rate for burning plutonium of 0.2 g PuO2/cm2 min.

Technical Discussion

An attempt to organize the available informationon oxidationreleases for plutoniummetal in
t

more general andtechnicallyjustifiable terms usable for safety analysis is presented in this section. It

appearsthat plutonium oxidation release mechanisms fall into three generalcategories: (1) oxidation
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below ignition point, (2) combustion below boiling point, and (3) plutonium aerosolization from

highly energetic events in which plutonium vaporization is expected. These categories are considered

next.

Plutonium Oxidatiml Be!gw Ignitio_ Point

Several technical publications were reviewed in this worlt consideringthe kinetics of plutonium

oxidation under various conditions. As discussed above, several methods were suggested for

calculating ARFs/ARRs and RFs based on the oxidation kinetics considerations and the total particle

size distribution parameters obtained for the whole oxide powder. There are however many

unresolved issues associated with such a mechanistic analysis, making it more uncertain and difficult

to implement.

In other studies, concrete values obtained under some specific sets of conditions are

recommended for covering a large range of process parameters in which radioactivity release

parameters vary to a great extent. This results in serious under- or overestimated predictions that are

sometimes difficult to justify.

Our approach presented here for the below-ignition oxidation releases is to a degree after work

of Mahoney and Mishima (1990) in that empirical correlations developed for actual experimental data

be used for calculating the release parameters. As opposed to their work, however, we consider a

more narrow range of model applicability, limiting it to only one category of oxidation conditions

addressed here.

The experimental data base applicable to this analysis appeared to be reduced to only two

literature sources, namely Stewart (1963) and Chatfield (1968). Experimental data extracted from

their graphs were shown in Figure 1. The data presented indicate that despite the noticeable scatter

and unexplained tendencies shown by the average-value lines, two variables control ARR of

plutonium at low temperatures: metal allotropic phase and air humidity. At higher temperatures,

these differences diminish, while ARR increases. These trends were correlated using the following

equatio,_s:
q,
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Pure plutonium

a.

log (ARR) = (- 4.36 . 0.071 AH ) ( 0.23 350.6 . 1.91e5 ) (5)
. T (°_ T: C'K)

where AH is the absolutehumidity of the air in mg/l

5-Pu alloy

log (ARR) = (- 7.47 + 0.101AH)(0.60 - 661.3 . 2.16e5 ) (6)
T (°K) T 2 (oK)

Each of these two equations defines a two-dimensionalsurface of plutonium ARR as a function

of air humidity andtemperaturefor either pureplutoniumor a _-phase stabilized alloy, respectively.

One of these surfaces obtained for pureplutonium(Equation5) is shown for illustrationpurposes in

Figure 5. Figure 6 compares experimentaldatawith model predictionsmade using Equations5 and 6

for correspondingair temperatures,the predictionsare shown with dotted lines.

A constantvalue of 0.7 was recommendedby Stewart(1963) as the respirablefraction, RF, of

plutoniumreleases underali the conditions considered in this section. From a more carefulanalysis

of his experimentalresults, however, and results obtainedby Chatfield (1968), a more accurate

estimate of RF is possible. The experimentaldataconsideredare shown in Figure 7. These data

were obtainedfrom oxidationof plutonium in dry air, resulting in higher and therefore more

conservative values of RF. From Figure 7, the following empirical correlation is developed for

predictingPS for the range of oxidation temperatures:

• RF = 1.07 - 0.00353 • T (°C) . 3.82.10"e • 7'2 (°C) (7)

. Equation (7) is recommended to evaluate respirablefractions of airborneplutonium released

from oxidation processes for a range of temperaturesup to the point of ignition.
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Figure 5. Pure Plutonium Release Rate as a Function of Oxidation Temperature and Air Humidity (Eq. 5)
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Combustion of P!_¢onipm Below Boi|in_ Point

From the review of plutoniumaerosolization behavior studies presented above, it appears

" impractical to develop any conclusive views regarding the effects of combustion peak temperature or

any other process variable on airborne plutonium release parameters. This is illustrated in Figure 8

where a number of experimentally obtained ARFs are plotted versus their respective peak

temperatures.

The combustion behavior of plutonium is affected by many natural processes including heat

generation and transfer by various mechanisms. During an accidental fire, heat balance will most

likely be changing in time, resulting in various temperature regimes and, accordingly, varying

instantaneous release rates. Thus, peak temperature might not be an important variable in quantifying

plutonium releases. From reviewing Figure 8, it appears to the authors that a single ARF value of

2.0 x 10.4 will encompass most accident scenarios in which plutonium is burned under "static

conditions" featuring no significant mechanical disturbance.

The respirable fractions of aerosolized plutonium measured by different researchers in

combustion experiments are found to vary as weil. According to the total particle size distribution

graph of Haschke (1992), which was shown above in Figure 4 using aerosol geometric diameters,

fractional content of respirable particles (particles smaller than -3 tzm in geometric diameter) in

plutonium oxide powder is on the order of 10.4. Assuming that ali respirable particles formed during

combustion of plutonium are released as a part of the total airborne releases, a bounding value of RF

in the aerosol can be estimated as a ratio - 1.0 x 10.4over the ARF. Thus, assuming ARF =

2.0 x 10.4, a value of RF = 0.5 is obtained.

According to both Stewart (1963) recommendations and Chatfield (1968) measurements, a

value of RF = 0.7 is recommended. Chatfield (1969-a) measured RF's in two of the experiments

performed in that study and found their values of approximately 0.3 and 0.4, and, also according to

Mishima (1966), a value of less than 0.5 can be used to represent the RF.

It should be recalled, however, that from the safety analysis standpoint, a product of ARF x

RF is used in calculations. As discussed above, uncertainties associated with airborne releases

, frequently result in order-of-magnitude estimates of ARF, meaning that not much more accuracy can

be gained in final results from precisely measuring RFs of the releases. A somewhat average value of
_s

0.5 is therefore recommended for RF in _is analysis for burning plutonium under static conditions.
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The dynamic conditions of plutoniumreleases from a fire are defined in this work as some

conditions resulting in a complete dispersion of the oxide formed. Thus, APS is apparently equal

to 1. in this case. In terms of release rates, a value of 0.2 g PuO2/cm2 rain according to
Q

Haschke(1992)canbeused.

As discussedabove,avalueof1.0x 10-4isenvisionedforRF providedthatalltheoxidew.

powder has been aerosolized (I-Iaschke,1992). The same value was measured by Carterand Stewart

(1971) in their "static experiments"where they burned plutoniumundersome stationaryconditions,cp

afterwhich the residue fell into the test columndispersing ali the oxide particles (which is the

dynamic conditions as defined in this work). They measured the respirableairborne fractionof the

powder dispersed in those tests, and also found a maximumvalue of 1.0 x 10"4,which is therefore

recommended in this work for burning plutoniumunderdynamic conditions.

Plutonium Acro_o,lization From,Highly Energetic Events

Certain accident scenarios postulated for safety analyses involve highly energetic events in

which high thermal and mechanical stresses are envisioned, such as severe nuclear accidents involving

explosions. As shown in several exPerimental studies where plutonium releases from these events

were investigated, oxidation'temperatures in excess of the plutonium boiling point of 3235°C were

observed, resulting in generation of sparks and vapor.

It is not straightforward to define ARF for these scenarios. As was measured in various

experiments dealing with burning airborne droplets, a fraction of approximately 0.5 of initial mass of

plutonium was released as vapor, resulting in formation of approximately all-respirable aerosol.

Being mostly interested in the product of ARF and RF as mentioned above, we arbitrarily assign

values of 1.0 and 0.5 for these release parameters, respectively.

The following Table 4 summarizes our recommendations developed for the evaluation of

plutonium releases from oxidation processes.
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Table 4. PlutoniumOxidation Release Parameters

I_ I 'L .... ' '_'_ "

CombustionOxidation iBelow _ ...................

Pu Release Melting Point T°melt<T° < T°boU rT°> TObo.
i i i I I I I " I I iiii I III I I

Conditions " i_i
ARR iRFI ARF ARFRF RF

pCilcm2hr ' (of total) (of total)
........ I I I II I I I I II I I I I

Pure PU Eq. 8 Eq. 10
S_tic ...... 2.e-4 0.5 -- --

6-Pu alloy Eq.9 Eq. 10
i . ii i i ii i ,. i ii i

Dynamic -- -- 1.0 0.0001 1.0 0.5

Ii, , i i f ,, , I',,, | , i [ i i,

Pure plutonium

350.6 1.91e5 (8)
log (ARR) = (- 4.36 * 0.071 AH ) ( 0.23 + )

T'K _K _

where AH is the absolute humidity of the air (mg H20 / 1)

6-Pu alloy

log (APJt9= (- 7.47 . 0.101 AH ) ( 0.60 - 661._._33+ 2.16e5 ) (9)
_K _K 2

RF = 1.07 - 0.00353 • T (°C) + 3.82.10-6 • 2̀ 2 (°C) (10)

1 RF is given as a fraction ( d, < 10 #m ) of airborne mass
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PLUTONIUM RELEASE DURING SOLID FUEL COMBUSTION

Introduction

P

The importanceof storage-relatedaccidents will probably increase with time as processing

operations are scaled back, and contaminatedwastes emerge among primary plutonium-containing

materials at the processing facilities. Since a large fractionof typical waste consists of a small

quantity of radioactivecontaminationmixed into a much greater quantity of nonradioactive,but

usually flammable, solid material, the propertiesandbehavior of the flammablematerial control the

release of the contaminantto a large degree. However, the chemical form of the contaminationitself

can also introducesignificantvariations in the amountand particle-sizedistribution of airborne

radioactivematerials. Because many contaminatedwaste materials (such as glovebox windows,

gloves, ion-exchangeresin, paper and rags) are flammable, several experimentalstudies have been

performedto determine the characteristicsof the contaminationreleasedduring combustionof these

waste materials. In early studies, actual plutoniumwas sometimes used as an oxide or salt

contaminantcompound, whereas in more recent studies, chemically similar materialshave been used

as simulated contaminants. In general, the results obtained from using the simulants are consistent

with the results obtained from actualplutoniumcontamination.

Literature Review

Available literaturereferencesdealing with plutonium release during combustionof solid fuels

were evaluatedfor this program. The references were published between 1970 and 1992, and

representa numberof subject areas, in additionto papersdirectly relatedto the release of radioactive

aerosols duringfires. Fire and combustionliterature(Tewarson andPion. 1976: Heskestad. 1981:

Chin _d Mishima. 1983: and Pitts. 1991) provided valuable insight into a numberof factors that

influence the behaviorof fire.

• In one of the earliest studies on the subject of radioactive contaminantrelease during

combustion of flammable waste materials, Mi_.himaand Schwendiman(1970) measured the fractional

release of plutonium from burning contaminated wood shavings, cardboard, cheesecloth, and

surgeon's gloves. The plutonium was applied to the combustible material as a plutonium nitrate
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solution. An upward air flow of 0.056 m/s was maintainedduring combustion. Under these

conditions, the maximumobserved aerosol release fracti,on(ARF) was 0.01 of the initial

contaminationpresent prior to combustion. The collection method for the airborne contaminantwas

not identified in the study.

In Mishima andSchwendiman's study, additionalexperimentswere conductedusing uranium
o

compoundsas simulants for plutonium. Finely divided uranium oxide 0002) powder (with a mass

median diameterof 6 _m) was used to simulate a dry plutoniumcontaminant,whereas an uranyl

nitrate hexahydrate(UNH) solution was used to simulateplutonium-containingsolutions. Each type

of simulant was applied to three cellulose-based combustiblematerials (i.e., tissue paper, cardboard,

and cheesecloth) and to tape-sealed cardboardboxes containing contaminatedtissue paper and

cheesecloth in plastic bags. These materials were burned on a grate with air flow velocities of either

0.45 or 1.04 m/s.

The ARFs from these tests were the highest reportedin the literature. The maximum ARF

(0.55) occurred for UO2 on tissue paper at an air flow rateof 1.04 m/s. For the UNH solution, the

maximum ARF was 0.14, again on tissue paper at 1.04 m/s. The lowest releases for both simulants

occurred for cardboard, but the effect of air velocity was less pronounced. The combined waste,

sealed in the boxes, released similar amounts of the contaminants as the cardboard.

As shown later in this report, the results obtainedin Mishima and Schwendiman's 1970 study

are consistent with the results presented in other references. When a high air flow rate was used in

these experiments, the ARFs duringcombustionof cellulose materials were much higher than those

observed in experiments in which low air velocities were used. As discussed below, the updraft

velocities can exceed the velocities used in these tests duringa large fire, and releases of this

magnitude are possible if contaminatedcellulose is swept into a large fire's plume.

The variabilityof the release data is also similarto that from other reports dealing with

contaminant release during combustion and is up to 1 orderof magnitude for similar test conditions.

The variability appears due to the desire of the authorsto examine many factors, such as air velocity,

combustible material, contaminant concentration, and contaminant type. This approach was

reasonable, since little, if any, prior information existed on the subject. A bar chart showing the

average ARF for each contaminant and combustible is presented in Figure 9. Results of individual

experiments appear as.filled circles.
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Several uncertainties are associated with that work beside,s data variability. The experimental

conditions used in the tests are not fully described. Since the particle size of the released contaminant

was not measured, the respirable fraction is not known.

In a series of follow-on experiments, Mishima andSchwendiman(1973-a) investigated aerosol

releases during combustion of cardboard boxes containing simulated waste. These experiments were
t

conducted in the Radioactive Aerosol Release Tank (PART) at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory

(PNL). The PART was fitted with fallout trays on the vessel floor and aluminum foil strips on the

vessel walls so that the quantity of aerosol on the floor and walls could be measured. The airborne

contamination was collected with a filter. The material collected during the tests was dissolved in

nitric acid, and the solutions were analyzed for uranium concentration by fluorimetry. The uranium

detection limit was 5 x 10"sg/ml of uranium. Cascade impactors were used to measure the aerosol

size distribution.

The combustible material used in the tests was a mixture of cellulose, rubber, and plastics in

ratios similar to those found in typical waste cartons at that time. Table 5 shows both the average

composition of the test cartons and the range of compositions for each type of waste. When these

tests were conducted, the cartons were considered acceptable as waste containers. Although the waste

is now stored in 55-gal steel drums, the results of these experiments are still used for estimating the

contaminant release during combustion of mixed waste. Since no plutonium was used in these tests,

UO: powder and UNH solution were used as simulated contaminants. Approximately 90 percent of

the UO: powder had an aerodynamic equivalent diameter of < 10/zm.

Table 5. Contents of Test Waste Cartons (Mishima and Schwendiman, 1973-a)

_"T " ' J' '' ' , " 'I_, " 'l'II' ,... ,, I [ I " ' I

Material Average (%) Range (%)

I I III I II I I I I II I I

Cardboard 17.5 15.7 - 20.9
ii i i i ii i ii i ii i

Paper 41.1 31.7 - 43.9
i i i i i iii i i i i

Plastic 9.7 8.0- 14.4

Rubber 2.4 1.8 - 4.2

Miscellaneous 29.3 23.8 - 38.2 .

(rags, oil, tape, etc.)
i ii i i[ i i i j i i ii ii . I L iii •
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The tests conducted by Mishima and Schwedinman(1973-a) were designed to provide an

integral estimate of the contaminantreleased duringcombustionof a typical waste container, rather

than estimating releases from mixed waste, based on releases measured for each waste component.
s,

The following three contaminant dispersal scenarios were included in the tests:

w

1. Half of the contaminationwas dispersed on loose waste materials sealed in plastic bags
placed randomly in the carton. The remainingcontaminationwas dispersed on
additionalloose waste materialswithin the carton. The cartonswere sealed with tape.

2. Ali of the contaminationwas dispersed on loose waste materials within the carton. The
cartons were sealed with tape.

3. Ali of the contaminationwas dispersed on loose waste materials within the carton. The
cartons were not sealed.

The ARFs calculated for these experimentsfrom the measured airborneconcentration ranged

from 3 x 10s to 5.3 x 10"4,with the highest release occurring for UO2 powder in scenario 1 above,

and the lowest release occurringfor air-driedUNH solution also in scenario 1. When the material

collected on the walls was includedas airborne contamination,the ARFs ranged between 3 x 10_5

to 2.3 x 103. The ARFs observed in these tests were lower than the releases that occurred in the

laboratory-scaletests described earlier. However, the results are consistent becausecombustion in

this series of tests occurred without additionalairflow. Airflow in these tests was producedby the

natural convective flow generatedby the fire.

Size distributionsfor each test burnwere not given; however, in ali of the tests, over 50

percentof the aerosol had an aerodynamicequivalentdiameter of less than 10 pro. In 8 of the 11

tests, over 80 percent of the aerosol recoveredwas below that size.

l_h_ti et al. (1988) performed experimentsto measure ARFs during combustionof polystyrene

ion-exchangeresins used in nuclearfuel-reprocessingplants. Three scaled down experimental

chambers, representinga plutoniumprocess cell, were used to allow estimates of the effect of

chambersize on release parameters. The largestchamber was approximately1:5 scale, whereas the

medium chamberwas 1:10 scale, and the smallest chamber was 1:20 scale. Thorium was used as a

substitutefor plutonium in these experiments. The thorium concentrationin each sample was
1

determined using either gamma spectrometryor neutronactivationanalysis.

, In a typical experiment, the contaminated resin, wet with 8 M nitric acid, was dropped into an

electrically preheated crucible. Ignition occurred within approximately 30 seconds, and the fire
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continuedfor about 3 minutes. Aerosol samples were collected for an additionalhour after the fire

burned out. In the study, filters were used to measuretotal airborneconcentration,and impactors

were used to measure the aerosol size distribution. For some experiments, the resin was dried in a

desiccatorfor 24 hours before the resin was used. The measured "ARFs",as defined by

Bhanti et al., are shown in Table 6.

In the Bhanti et al., (1988) study, the ARF was definedto include ordy contaminationthat had

been transportedto the collection filters. Contaminationdeposited on the interiorsurfaces of the test

chamber was not consid_ed to be airborne contamination. Although the ARF definedby

Bhanti et al., may be appropriatein some instances (such as when the amountof contamination

enteringthe ventilation system needs to be evaluated),the contaminationon the interiorsurfaces of

the chamber was transportedas airborne particlesand should be includedas partof the.total release.
I

Table 6. Thorium ContaminationRelease During Combustionof lon-Exchange Resin
(Bhantiet al., 1987)

i,m , , ,,, , ,,,,, II I I ,,

Aerosol Release Fraction
i i i ii | i iii i

Test Small,Scale Medium-Scale Large,Scale
Chamber Chamber Chamber

, i lm i i i i i , i ii

1(') 0.00024 0.00093 0.00012
, i il. l.il,, il i . , i

2_') 0.00021 0.00066 0.00010
| i ii il i Hill, i ill

3(') 0.00024 0.00041 0.00008 .
i ,., . iii i i H i i i

Mean 0.00023 0.00067 0.00010
i i i i i a u, i i .....

40') 0.00012 0.00025 -
_ _i ,_r,,,, , =, i ii, i,i , i

(') Wet resin.

0_)Dry resin.

The location of the deposition in the chamber was monitored by analyzing material collected on

aluminum foil placed in the test chambers. Table 7 shows the deposition distribution in these

experiments. Airborne releases, according to Bhanti et al., were highest for the medium-scale test

chamber. This is probably due to the surface deposition effects which were more pronounced in the

tests using the small-scale chamber, and higher experimental errors expected in the large-scale test 4'

chamber. In the small chamber, the nearness of the walls allowed rapid deposition of the aerosol on
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the surfaces, thus lowering the airborneconcentration. The total release, however, was greatestin

the small-scale tests, consistently decreasingas the scale of the tests increased. Based upon these

results, a large fire may not generatehigher fractionalreleases than smaller fires involving smaller

amountsof contamination.

a

Table 7. Distributionof Thorium ContaminationDuring Combustionof ExchangeResin
(Bhantiet al., 1988)

a,

ei ii H i i i ,, ,, i, , i ,i i , ,,, ,I,II

Fraction of InitialThorium Recovered
ii i iii i i i i iHi i i _ , Hit i |lh

Location Small.Scale Medium-Scale Large-Scale
Chamber Chamber Chamber

I I lilt let I I I II I I I I I I III I IIIIIII I la II II I I Iii

Ceiling 0.00002+ 0.00005 0.000244.0.00003 0.000054.O,O0001
i ill ii illll i|i |i i ii

Walls 0.01013 4. 0.00010 0.00085 + 0.00008 0.00029 + 0.00002
i i | i ii iii| i=ll, ii

Floor 0.03540 + 0.00005 0.01710 + 0.00009 0.00074 4- 0.00008
i i ii H ii Hi j i | i lm L II, llnl ,II|

Total surface 0.04555 4- 0.00012 0.01819 4- 0.00012 0.00108 4- 0.00008

Airborne (ARF) 0.00023 4- 0._ 0.00066 4- 0.00(X)2 0.00010 4- 0.00(X)2

Total release 0.04578 + 0.00013 0.01885 + 0.00013 0.00118 + 0.00008

In crucible 0.952 0.981 0.999
....... , '_" ,, r "_ , ,, ,_ '" , "ii,, ,, ,,,,,_, ,, , _ ,_ ' _ "

Aerosol size distributions were measured for the medium-scale and large-scale test chambers,

using 1-hr sampling with a cascade impactor. Size distributions were determined for total mass and

thorium activity. The aerosols generated in both tests were in the respirable size range. For the

medium-scale chamber model, the aerodynamic mass median diameter (AMMD) was 1.35/_m. The

corresponding diameter for the large-scale model was 1.45/zm. The thorium size distribution Coased

on radioactivity) was somewhat different from the mass size distribution. Thorium had a nearly log-

normal distribution. The aerodynamic activity median diameters (AAMD) were 1.65 and 2.15 _m

for the medium-scale and large-scale models, respectively, with a og of 2.1 for both. The large

chamber contained more large particles, probably because the sedimentation removal mechanism

becomes less effective whenever the particles must fall a greater distance to reach the floor of the

chamber.

" Bhanti et al. (1988) concluded that two types of aerosols were produced during combustion of

the resin: stable and unstable. Unstable aerosol consists of the very large and very small particles
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that are most affected by sedimentationanddiffusion removal mechanisms, respectively. Unstable

aerosol is only airbornewhen the fire is generatingnew particles. When combustionstops, the

unstable particle,s are removed rapidly. Stable aerosol consists of the intermediate-sizedparticles,

which are less affectedby the removal mechanisms and remainairbornefor much longer periods of

time.
m

Based on their results, Bhanti at al. (1988) recommendedan ARF of 0.001 for ion-exchange

resin fires in full-size cells. These results assume that the facility remains intact and thatthe
e,

ventilation system in the plant remains in operation. For a severe accidentthat cause,s extensive

damageto the structureof the building, the fractionof contaminationthat escapes can be significantly

greater.

Halverson at al. (1987_ conducted a series of 40 experiments using four solid fuels and three

contaminantspecies. The fuels tested were polychloroprenerubber,polymethylmathacrylate

(PMMA), polystyrene, and cellulose. A fine depleted UO2 powder (MMD = 1 _m, v8 r. 2), uranyl

hexahydrate(UNH) solution and UNH salt cake, from dried UNH solution, were used as simulated

contamination. External heat sources were used to provide additionalradiant heat flux to the burning

fuel. This additionalheat was used to simulate the heat inputfrom a fire larger than the actu_ test

fire. The radiant heat flux used was at 0, 13, and 24 kW/m2. An external air flow of 8 l/rain was

drawnthrough the experimental apparatus. At the dimensions of the apparatus, this flow was

equivalentto a flow velocity of approximately0.5 cm/s.

Halverson et al. measured releases from contaminatedmaterials as functions of time. From

their measurements, two distinct types of contaminationrelease behavior can be noticed. As shown in

Figure 10-a, plastic materialsproduce high releases during the initial stage of the tests, after which

the releases effectively cease. Release profiles for two typical tests involving cellulose, which are

shown in Figure 10-b, indicate that more uniform releasesof the contaminantstake place during

combustionof cellulosic materials.

The release from burning polychloroprenerubber producedthe greatest release in the tests

using UNH solution. Prior to actual ignition, the rubber smoldered for several minutes. Release

from the polystyrene also occurredprior to ignition. While the contaminantwas emitted, the

polystyrenebeads collapsed into a viscous mass. After the mass stabilized, release of contaminant o

was very low. Timing of the burningPMMA release was similar to that of the polychloroprene and

polystyrene - the bulk of the release occurred when the fuel was softening prior to flaming

combustion. Halvorson ct al., (1987) noted that the PMMA andpolystyrene bubbled during the high
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release period. This behaviorsuggests that contaminantrelease is causedby outgassing of the fuel.

When the gas source was exhausted, the release ceased.

Combustion of cellulose producedthe lowest releases observed in these tests. One cellulose

test burn was run at twice the normal air flow rate, and the observed release was much higher in that

case as weil. This dependence on air flow is consistent with the observations of Mishima and

Schwendiman (1970). Interestingly, when cellulose was burned without application of external heat,

the material burned more strongly, and the release fraction increased compared to burns with external

heat. This also suggests that fuel outgassing could be an important cause of contaminant release.

The variability of the contamination releases in the study of Halverson et al. is shown in

Figure 11. Three contamination forms were tested, with four different solid fuels. Only UNH

contamination was used with the polystyrene resin.

The panicle-size distributionof the released aerosol was presented for several tests (shown in

Table 8). The study did not indicate whether the size distribution was for total aerosol or for

contamination aerosol. As shown in the Table, the respirable fraction represents a significant portion

of the aerosol material.

Table 8. Size Distributions of Released Aerosol Particles
(Halverson et al., 1987)

i ii i i , i F i '111j illll inl ii

Run Fraction
Number Fuel AMMD, _m a_ Respirable

IIIIIII I I II III I I -

10 PMMA 4.3 2.3 0.84
...... .. ,, , . , ,, ,

11 Polychloroprene 19.9 4.6 0.16
,.a , ,,,,,, , . , ,,, , .

12 Cellulose < 0.1 - 0.97
,... ,, , , ., -.

14 PMMA 4.9 4.6 0.63

23 Cellulose 10.5 5.7 0.40
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Buffs andChavane de Dalmassev f1983. 1988) conductedan extensive series of tests to

determine radioactiveARFs resulting from combustionof contaminatedPMMA. PMMA is

commonlyused as the window materialin gloveboxes. Since old gloveboxes comprise a significant

portion of the waste material currentlyin storage, their combustioncharacteristicsare important in -

evaluating the behavior _f fires in plutonium-processing facilities.

The experiments conducted by Buijs and Chavane de Dalmassey (1983 and 1988) were

performed in a 170 m3 fire room designed to handle complete gloveboxes or parts of gloveboxes, A

mixture of cerium oxide and europium oxide was usa as simulated contaminants in two series of

tests.

The initial tests conducted in 1983 were designed as scoping experiments intendedto develop

the proceduresneeded for the full test series. In the initial report, two fire tests were described: a 1-

kg burn with 0.5 g of contamination and a 6.6-kg burn with 5 g of contamination. The range of

temperaturesgenerated in the fires for both tests was similar - 400°C to 500°C.

The mean combustion rate was defined in these tests as the amount of PMMA, in grams,

consumed per one minute in the fire. The airborne contaminant concentration was ~ 0.03 mg/m3 for

a small fire with a mean combustion rate of 60 g/min and -- 1 mg/m3 for a large fire with a mean

combustion rate of 300 g/min. ARFs were not given for these tests, and no particle-size distributions

were measured. However, the particles were examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

The simulated oxide contaminant appeared to exist as a distinct aerosol population rather than as

particles coagglomerated with soot.

A series of simulated glovebox fires was described in detail in the second report (Buijs et al.,

1988). Here, the intent was to perform a number of experiments under reproducible fire conditions.

Reproducibility of the fires themselves was needed so that the effects of different contaminant

loadings and placement l_roc_ures in the burning material could be studied. Approximately 5 kg of

PMMA was burned in each experiment, yielding a 0.6-MW heat source with a reproducibility better

than 10 percent. The room ventilation rate was 2000 m3/hrfor these tests. The fuel stack of five

0.32- x 0.32-m PMMA plates was constructed for the standardfires. Each 8-mm-thick plate had a

60-mta hole bored in the center to improve air flow through the burning stack. For fires involving

PMMA only, the contamination was applied to ali five plates. The mixed oxide Ceo.s4Euo.160x used

as a simulated contaminant was prepared from a mixture of solutions. The hydroxides were

coprecipitated with ammonia, filtered, and calcined at 900°C to convert hydroxide to oxide, then

were ground and sieved through a 40-_m screen. The fraction that passed the 40-#m screen
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(AMMD = 10.5 _m, % = 2.2) was used in the tests. During combustion, the weight of the fuel

was monitored continuously with an electronic balance that supported the burn pan. Mean

combustion rates were calculated from the weight data. Analyses of the aerosol were performed by
u.

neutron activation analysis of both components of the mixed oxide. No alteration of the rare earth

. mixture composition was detected, and the 4:1 Ce to Eu atomic ratio remained constant throughout

the tests. The morphology of the airborne oxide particles, as determined by SEM examination, was

not affected by the fire.

During the fire, 60 to 70 percent of the contaminant became airborne, as indicated by the

qt_antityof contaminant found on the walls, floor, and ceiling and in the residue of the burn pan.

Only 1 to 2 percent of the contaminant was collected with the combustion gases in the ventilation

duct. These findings appear consistent with the observations reported by Bhanti et al. (1988) in that

most of the released contamination remains near the fire site. The number mean aerodynamic

diameter of the particles collected in the ventilation duct was 1.05 _m, with a %of 2.2.

The report by Buijs et al. (1988) also presents the distribution of contamination collected on the

walls, floor, and ceiling of the fire room; however, the data are reported as mg/m2 and are not

converted to release fractions. This report provided valuable insight into the amount of aerosol

released during fires. In addition to aerosol concentration measurements, Buijs et al. described their

experimental procedures in detail and provided measurements of temperature and combustion gas

composition.

In a supplemental report, Bui)s ¢_al. (1992) describedcontamination releases resulting from

other contaminated materials exposed to PMMA fires. These materials included stainless steel

(painted and unpainted), aluminum (painted and unpainted), polycarbonate, polyethylene, neoprene,

hypalon, plywood, PVC, and Kleenex. Contamination was applied to a sample of the test material

placed above the standard PMMA fuel stack. No contamination was addedto the PMMA itself.

These experiments were conducted in the same fire room used for the work described above and

involved using the standard 0.6 MW PMMA fire. In addition to the Ceo.s4Euo.160x oxide powder

used in those tests, a nitric acid solution of the rare earths was used as a contaminant for some of the

tests. The releases observed from the solution contamination experiments were generally lower than

- those obtained from the oxide-powder contamination experiments. This is consistent with the results

obtained by other workers.
.i

The aerosol release results obtained for the contamination simulated by the rare earth oxides

are summarized in Figure 12 for both noncombustible materials and combustible materials. The
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results are given in terms of the mass fractionsof the original contaminantthat were recovered on

duct filters, fell into the fire residue, or remainedon surfaces of the test materials, as measured by the

researchers. According to our definition of ARF, the fraction of materialthat was not recovered in

fire residue or on the surface of test material is considered as the airbornerelease. For the

. combustiblematerials, in nearly ali cases, the majorityof the contaminationwas dispersed in the fire

room.

Aerosol particlesproducedfrom the solution-contaminatedfires were much smaller than the

aerosol particles from the fires contaminatedwith the oxide powder contamination:76 percent of the

contaminant particle mass producedin the solution-contaminatedfire was smaller than 8 pm

aerodynamicdiameter, whereas approximately37 percentof the particle mass produced in the

powder-contaminatedfires was smaller than 8 pm.

In a series of large-scale fire tests performed at Sandia National Laboratory(1979), fire-

resistant plywood (FRP)boxes and 55-gal steel drums filled with simulated waste material were

exposed to diesel fuel fires. The purposeof these tests was only to qualitatively observe the behavior

of the containersexposed to the tires under several specific sets of conditions. No measurementsof

contaminantrelease fractionswere made in this work.

In the first burn, 13 FRP boxes were stacked in an horizontal "L" configurationin a 6- x 6.ft

square burn pan with a 2-in salt layer. Five 55-gal drums with polyethylene liners, but without close

rings, were placed in the corner formed by the boxes. Fifteen gallons of diesel fuel were poured onto

the salt bed andignited. After 6 minutes, mild detonations were heardin the drums, and the lids

lifted. The most intense combustionoccurredat the corner where the boxes ignited.

In the second fire, 16 drums were stacked in four layers of 4 drums/layer. The relative

positions of the drums and boxes were not well described for this test. Twenty gallons of diesel fuel

was burned for 50 min. Again 5 to 8 rain after ignition of the fuel, detonationswere heard in the

bottom two layers of drums. The lids were held in place by the upperdrums. A hole was burned in

one of the boxes. A peak temperatureof 1375°F was recordedin the chimney-like gap between the

• drums and boxes. A similar temperaturewas observed in the first test at a similar location. The

peak temperature rise in one box located in the bottom layer was 65°F.

• In the third test, 12 drums were placed in a 3 x 4 arrangement on a 3-inch thick salt bed in a

10-ft-diameter stock tank. Fifty gallons of diesel fuel were poured onto the salt bed and ignited.
tl

Wind conditions during the burn confined the flames to only four of the drums. Ali four of these

drums leaked. The lid of the unlined vented drum was blown off, and burning debris was scattered.
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The lids of ali three of the unlined drums exposed to the flames were blown off or lost their seal.

Two additionalunlined drums retainedtheir seals, but these drums were not exposed to strong flames,

since they were in the second row of drums. The lined drum exposed to the flames experienced a
Q

failure of the bottom seal, but retainedits lid. The fire was extinguished after 45 minutes.

Several additionaltests were performedto comparethe behavior of lined andunlined drums.

These tests were flawed, because the wind conditions always favored the lined drums (i.e., the wind

blew the flames toward the unlined drums); however, the unlined dru.msdid not retaintheir seals, and

the lid of one drum was blown into the air.

Tff.hnical Discussion

The literaturedescribed above provides some information required for estimating the quantity

of radioactive contaminantreleased duringsevere nuclear facility accidentsthat involve fires. The

experimentswere conductedusing either actualplutoniumor, more commonly, another substanceas a

surrogate for plutonium. Based on the overall consistency of the results, the selected surrogates

appearto simulate plutoniumreleasesreasonablywell. In test series where several materialswere

burned, the highest release fractions generally occurredduring combustionof PMMA or combustion

of rubber materials.

Two distinct types of contaminationrelease behaviorwere noticed in the experiments that

measured release profiles during the tests. Materialsthat softened prior to ignition released the

majority of'the contaminationprior to ignition. When a molten mass of fuel was formed by softening

of the combustible material, release of both powder and solution contaminationnearly ceased. This

probablyoccurred because the soft fuel flows around the contaminantparticles on the surface and

adheres to them, thus holding them in piace. Some experimentersnoted that the plastic materials

bubbled before they ignited (I-Ialversonet al., 1987). This physical activity may be the cause of the

high release fractionsobserved for these materials, i.e., ejection of contaminantparticlesby bursting

bubbles.

Releases from cellulose-basedmaterial, such as wood and paper, were lower than releases from

polymers under static (minimal additionalair flow) burning conditions, andwere more uniform in

time. However, in tests that included strong upwardair flows (Mishima and Schwendiman, 1970),

releases from cellulose combustionexceeded the releases from ali other fuels. Since cellulose

materials representthe majority of typical waste mass (Mishima and Schwendiman, 1973-a), releases
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from burning cellulose are expected to dominate contaminant release. This conclusion is supported by

the observation that releases from mixed waste that included paper were similar to releases from

combustion of cellulose alone (Halverson et al., 1987).

" One possible explanation for this conclusion is that paper, the predominant form of cellulose

waste, represents most of the waste volume. The other combustible materials are effectively

embedded in a paper matrix. Any releases from the embedded combustibles are trapped by the paper

until combustion of the paper occurs. Some contamination release from the paper occurs during

charring of paper prior to flaming combustion, but the magnitude of release at this time is much

lower than releases for polymers or flaming combustion of cellulose.

Based on data from the literature, the air flow velocity appeared to be an important parameter

controlling the release of contaminant from burning cellulose (Mishima and Schwendiman, 1970;

Halverson, et al. 1987). Figure 13 shows a plot of contaminant release fractions from cellulose

materials versus air velocity constructed using available experimental data. Three linear regression

lines were calculated using the log-log scale shown in Figure 13: one of them was obtained for ali the

contamination types combined, and two others were derived for the powder and solution

contamination types individually. The releases shown in Figure 13 are much higher than the values

commonly used to estimate plutonium releases during fires, even under moderate air velocities. For

example, the value recommended by Mishima (1993) is 0.00053, which was derived from Mishima

and Schwendiman (1973-a) for undisturbed burning of a simulated waste carton.

The regression formulas in Figure 13 are as follows:

ARF_, = 0.2754, 3.254_') (II)

and

ARFmn = 0.01202 * 2.075_') (12)

where:

ARFpowder= Aerosol release fraction for powder contamination,
ARFsa_ = Aerosol release fraction for liquid or dried salt contamination, and

• u = Air velocity in m/s.

- Equations (11) and (12) are purely empirical correlations, and are valid therefore only within

the range of experimental data used to derive them. According to various experiments described
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above, a maximum value of ARF = 0.5 can be assumed for contaminant releases from burning

cellulose materials under high updraft air flow rates. This value is therefore recommendedas the

upper limit of model applicability.

" Equations(11) and (12) need to be combined with estimates of the air velocity developed near

burning cellulose to predict the ARFs for the contaminatedwaste materialsinvolved in the fire. This

is addressedin the following discussion.

Release of a noncombustible contaminationmaterialfrom burning cellulose is largely controlled

by the flow of gases around contaminationparticles. Two different mechanisms of air flow

development caused by the fire are considered in this study:.evolutionof combustiblegases by

pyrolysis of fuel material (such as cellulose), and developmentof updraftair flow by natural

convection. Althoughboth these mechanisms appearto concurrentlycontributeto the releases of

noncombustiblecontaminants,each of them can dominatethe other depending upon a numberof

combustionconditions.

pyrolysi_ of Cellulose Fuel

A probable mechanism for release of contamination particles during combustion of a

contaminated solid fuel is transport of the particles by vapors released from the pyrolyzing solid

exposed to the radiant heat of the fire. This radiant heating and attendant pyrolysis of the remaining

fuel produces gaseous decomposition products that rise into the main reaction zone of the fire and are

burned, generating additional heat. This cycle of heating, decomposition, and combustion, which

generates more heat is a characteristic of fires.

To estimate the importance of fuel vaporization to contamination release from burning

cellulose, anestimate of the vapor generation rate per unit area of the fire needs to be made. In this

work, cellulose material is assumed to decompose at 150"C, which is roughly the boiling point of

glucose (146°C). Chemically, cellulose resembles a polymeric material made from chains of glucose

molecules (Morrison and Boyd, 1966). During combustion, the cellulose decomposes to produce

combustible vapors, and we assume that glucose-like molecules are formed as a result of cellulose

• pyrolysis processes.

Based on ideal gas considerations, the flow velocity of cellulose decomposition vapors can be
a

expressed as the following:
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V = m/__._/._RT (13)
M P

where V is the gas velocity, m/s,
m" is the mass-burningrate of cellulose, kg/m2s, =

M is the molecularv_eight(M= 180 atomicmass units for glucose),
R = 82.0567 x 10-3 (atm.m3)/(kg-mole • *K) is the universal gas constant,
T is the temperature,°K, and
P is the pressure, atm.

In orderm calculatethe mass-burningrateof a combustiblematerial, m", requiredin

Equation 13, we address the following considerationsin this work. Tewarson andPion (1976)

concluded, based on their experiments on flammabilityof plastics, that the burnrate of a combustible

materialcan be represented as a sum of an "ideal"combustionrate, m"ideal, and an additionalterm

(either positive or negative) thataccounts for heat exchange between the fuel and fire surroundings.

They defined an "ideal" combustioncondition where any additionalheat flux transferredto the

burningsurface from external sources (Q"_ is equal to the heat flux lost by the surface (Q"t.).

When a combustible substanceburns in the presence of an external heat source (i.e., cellulose

waste burning at the base of a large fire), the mess-burningrate of the substance is increasedby

external radiantheating. Radiantheating acceleratesthe pyrolysis of the substance, causing it to

decompose more rapidly into combustible vapors. Tewarson and Pion (1976) give the following

relationship between actual mass burning rate and fire conditions:

mH= ml/ . (O"_ - q"l) (14)
Lo

where: m" is the actual mass-burning rate (kg/m2/s),
m"ide=t is the ideal mass-burning rate (kg/m2/s),
Q"r is the external heat flux (W/m2),
Q"L is the heat flux lost by the burning surface (W/m2), and
LG is the heat of gasification (J/kg).

ii

Using an ideal mass-burning rate of a representative cellulosic material (Douglas fir) as

0.013 kg/m2.s (Tewarson and Pion, 1976), Equation 14 can be used to calculate the actual rate of
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cellulose combustion in a fire. In orderto use Equation 14, however, the net external heat flux also

needs to be estimated.

The main componentof heat transferfrom flame to combustion surfaces is by radiation. The

" Stefan-Boltzmannlaw can be used to estimate the radiantheat exchange between two blackbody

surfaces having respective temperaturesof T1 and T2:

where a = 5.67 x 10.8 W/(m2. (°K)4) is the Stefan-Boltzmannconstant.

Then, assuming flame temperatureabove the combustionsurface of approximately1000°K, and using

cellulose decomposition temperatureof 4230K (1500C), a radiant heat flux of approximately

55 x 103W/m2 is calculated for burningcellulose.

The heat of cellulose (Douglas fir wood) gasification, LG, is taken as 435 cal/g (1.82 x 106

J/kg) according to Tewarson and Pion (1976). The actualmass-burning rate of cellulose is then

calculated using Equation 14 as 0.04322 kg/(m2.s).

This burn rate is next used in Equation 13 to calculate the velocity V of the combustible vapors

evolved from cellulose by pyrolysis as 8.334 x 10.3 m/s. At this velocity of combustiblevapors

released by the fuel, the ARF of plutonium oxide contaminationis predicted using Equation 11 as

ARFpowder= 9.7 x 10.4.

Mishima and Schwendiman (1973-a) measured release fractions from burning contaminated

waste cartons ranging up to 5.3 x 10.4, which was based on their measurements of airborne

concentrations of the contaminant. However, as discussed above in this report, according to our

definition of airbornereleases, the ARFs reached in Mishima and Schwendiman's experiments a value

of 2.3 x 10.3 if both the airborne concentration measurements and the material deposited on the

RART walls were to be accounted for. Therefore, our predicted result for ARFpowder being

approximately 1.0 x 10.3 is generally consistent with the experimental results of Mishima and

Schwendiman (1973-a), as well as experimental results of Halverson et al. (1987), both conducted

under "static" burning conditions using no forced air flow.

Based on this analysis, it appears that a somewhat conservative value of 1.0 x 10.3 can be

. recommended as a release fraction of plutonium oxide contamination from cellulose and mixed-waste

materials burning in an accidental fire. In some accident scenarios, however, combustion of these
J

waste materials can be postulated to occur in the flames of a large fire, such as a jet-fuel fire resulted

from crash of a commercial airplane. Under these conditions, high updraft air velocities will develop
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around various contaminatedmaterials involved in the plume, far exceeding the vapor velocity of

decomposingcombustiblematerialsdiscussedabove.Differentconsiderationsneedtobeaddressed

forpredictingairbornereleasesundertheseconditions.
e

CombustionofSolidWastesinFirePlumes

As the temperatureof combustion gases rises in a fire above ambient, causing density of the

gases to decrease, an upward"air flow develops due to naturalconvection. Above flames, the heat of

combustionraises the temperatureof the surroundingair, causing it to rise in a plume above the fire.

In very large fires, such as forest fires and urban fire storms, inwardsurface winds of 10 to 40 m/s

can occur (Pitts, 199I) as the surrounding air flows inward to replacethe air rising in the plume. If a

contaminatedmaterial burns in such a fire plume, high releasesof the contaminantcan be expected.

The purpose of this analysis is to estimate the rate of convective air flow in a fire plume, so that

ARFs of the contaminantcould be predicted using Correlations 10 and 11 shown above.

Heskestad (1981) studied the updraftair velocity deyeloped in fires under various combustion

conditions. He derived a single parameter, _, combining several combustionvariables, which

appeared to remain constant in different locations throughoutthe plume. Based on his extensive

analysis, Heskestad provided the following formulathat can be used to estimate a local plume-rise

velocity when the air-heatingrate of the fire and temperaturerise above ambient are known:

:o"(C,po) u= , (16)
go.((A_c)0_

where: _ is the dimensionless constant suggested by Heskestad as 2.2,
To is the ambient temperature(°K),
cpis the heat capacityof air 0/kg°K),
#o is the density of air 0cg/m3),
u is the plume rise velocity (m/s),
g is the accelerationof gravity (m/s2),
AT is the temperaturerise above ambient (°K), and
Qc is the air-heatingrate 6V),

Considering the standardPMMA fire producedby Buijs et al. (1988), the fuel mass-burning Is

rate was estimated as 0.042 kg/(m2.s), resulting in the total energyrelease of 0.6 x 106W. If one

fourth of this total energy release (0.15 x 106 W) is arbitrarilyassumed to be convective energy from
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the lower half of the fire, and the temperaturerise in the center of the fuel stack is assumedto be

300°K, the plume velocity predicted by Equation (15) is 4 m/s. A velocity of this magnitude should

be sufficient to cause emission of a large fraction of the contamination in the upper half of the fuel
i,

stack. Buijs ct al. (1988 and 1992) reported that approximately half of the contamination remained in

. the fire residue, and the other half of the contamination was transported to the internal surfaces of the

fire room. The calculations presented here appear to be consistent with the experimental

observations. In two tests, in which Kleenex in cardboardcontainers was placed on top the PMMA

fuel stack, 42 and 64 percent of the contamination was transported by the fire. In these tests, the top

plate of the PMMA stack was 0.1 m below the Kleenex. The results of Buijs et al. (1992) for

incombustible steel plates also demonstrate the fire's ability to remove contaminated particles from

surfaces located in the turbulent gas flow above the fire.

Airborne Releases from Contaminated Incombustible Surfaces

Mishima et al. (1968-a_conducteda series of small-scale experiments the purpose of which

was to measure aerosol formation from heating four dry plutonium compounds in bulk powder form:

plutonium oxide, plutonium oxalate, partially oxidized oxalate, and plutonium fluoride. In their tests,

a sample of test powder was heated by conduction in a shallow dish to a temperature of up to
,ll

1000°C. An upward air flow was provided around the dish at up to 100 cm/s velocity. Airborne

particles were collected on a membranefilter and the walls of the test apparatus used. The amount of

airborne releases was presented in terms of airborne release rates - ARR (fraction/hour). The highest

release rate observed was 9.0 x 10"_1/hr for a plutonium oxalate sample heated to 700°C at 100 cm/s

air velocity, and the highest ARR for plutonium oxide powder was 5.6 x 10-3 I/hf measured at

ambient temperature under 110 cm/s air velocity.

Based on their experiments, Mishima et al. concludedthat the temperatureof test powders had

little effect on ARRs, if any, and the release rates measured were generally consistent with the

mechanism of powder resuspension from solid surfaces.

A review of Mishima et al. (1968-a) experimental setup suggests that air velocity over the

- surface of bulk powder, although not known, was probablylow, The re-entrainmentof particles from

bulk powder was likely caused by a vortex flow developed over the test dish as the air streamed

around it. Therefore, the results obtained in their experiments are applicable to a specific accident
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scenario, such as exposing an open container containinga powder of plutoniumsalt or oxide to a

relatively low wind.

Burls et al. (1992), as discussed above in this report,used their standard0.6 MW PMMA fire

to study airbornereleases from incombustiblesurfaces contaminatedwith Ceo.s4Euoa_Ox oxide

powder. They used stainless steel and aluminum specimens, both metallic and painted, in the study.
J.

The amountof the simulated contaminantremained on the surfaces of test materials or fell into

combustion residue after the fire ranged from 0.23 to 0.90, meaning that up to 77 percent of the

contaminantwas once aerosolized during the fire. Results of Buijs et al. (1992) work were shown

above in Figure 12 together with the results obtained for burning combustiblematerialsin their

standardtest fire.

According to our analysis of the PMMA fire that Buijs et al. used in their experiments, an

upwardair velocity of at least 3 m/s developed in the fire plume where the samples were exposed

directly to the flames. In large fires, such as in the MCA scenario, much more intensive air currents

are expected. It appearsreasonabletherefore to use an approximateARF value of 0.5 for both

combustibleand noncombustiblesolid materials contaminatedwith plutonium compounds, directly

involved in an accidentalfire.

Recommendations

Airborne Release Fractions

Recommended ARFs and RFs are presented below for the following contaminated combustible

solid materials involved in an accidental fire:

(1) Polymethylmethacrylate
(2) Polystyrene resin
(3) Rubber gloves (polychloroprene or latex)
(4) Paper (cellulose) waste
(5) Mixed waste

The gas generation velocity calculated for cellulose under static burning conditions, combined

with the contaminant release versus air velocity relations, Equations (11) and (12), appear to yield

reasonable estimates for contaminationrelease during cellulose combustion. For the plastic materials,

such as PMMA, polychloropreneand polystyrene, which produce bubblesand become soft before
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they ignite, the contaminationrelease observed in experimentalfires understatic burningconditions

are higher than ARFs observed for cellulose burningundersimilar conditions. In the combustion of

these materials, an additionalrelease mechanism, possibly related to burstingof bubbles at the
w

material surface, may cause increasedcontaminationrelease. When the contaminatedmaterial is

. located in the convective plume of a fire below the combustiblematerial, approximatelyhalf of the

contaminationon the combustiblematerial is transported by the plume. The recommendedaerosol

release fractions are shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Plutonium Release During Combustionof ContaminatedSolid Materials

illUl L iii II III I I un iii I iu _111ii I iii i ii i i nun iii n i iiinll I I i lUlll

Combustible ARFiiiii i iiiiiiii111 iii _J i ill i n i

Material Dry Powder Solution or Salt RF
I I I lill Iii i III ii I iillliliil I lilli I I i I II III

Rubber 0.010 0.040 1.0
_ ii L , ul i i nlnt ill ,, ,,, _ m Innnn II II

Polystyrene NA 0.008 1.0
i H i H ,, m H,, , , H H ii ,, Hsl

Polymethylmethacrylate 0.050 0.020 1.0
i|, HH , I I ,, fH I ,s ,, , I , I I I , I ii,, ill I, ,I I

Cellulose andmixed waste materials 0.2754"3.254 In(u) 0.01202"2.075 in(u) 1.0
(u = air velocity [m/s]) (max0.5) (max 0.5)

i i i Hi ii i i H,

Mixed waste in unlined 55-gel drums 0.500 0.500 1.0
I , i i II Illll III III II J IIIllllll I I I I I I1

Releases derived for cellulose combustionare also used for mixed waste combustion, since the

experiments show that mixed waste behaves similarly to cellulose duringcombustion. Using the

results of the Sandia fire experiments, it is recommendedthat contaminationin unlined 55-gel drums

that also containcombustiblematerial should be considered to have released ali of their contents if

drums are exposed to flames from spilled fuel or other combustiblematerials. Unlined drums not

exposed to the flames andlined drums are expected to maintain their seal.

Respirabl¢ Fractions

" The work of Buijs et al. indicates that dry oxide powder contamination is released as a separate

aerosol component during PMMA fires, rather than attachedto soot particles. The particle-size

distributionof the aerosolized contaminationis thus expected to resemble the size distributionof the

contaminantpowder before combustion. Since plutoniumoxide powders are typically of respirable
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size, the re,commendedrespirablefraction is 1.0 for cases in which the powder-size distributionis not

known. Halverson et al. (1987) obtained an RF value of 0.16 for powder contaminatedUO2 on

polychloroprene;however, the size distributionwas determinedfor the total aerosol mass, andnot for

the contaminantparticles alone. The panicle-size distributiondata for liquid or salt-contaminated "

solid combustible materials indicatethat 70 to > 90 percentof the released contamination is of
D,

respirable size. The recommendedrespirablefraction for ali solution or salt-contaminated

combustiblesolids is 1.0, because the experimental datademonstratethatvery small contaminant

particles are generated duringcombustion of liquid or salt-contaminatedcombustiblesolids.

PLUTONIUM RELEASE DURING LIQUID FUEL COMBUSTION

Introduction

The third category of contaminationrelease consideredin this report is associated with heating

= or combustion of contaminatedliquids. These liquids include process solutions of nitric acid

containing plutonium, and plutonium contaminated organic liquids, such as kerosene, generated

during liquid-liquid extraction processes. Chemical processes are used to separate plutonium from

uranium and fission products produced in the nuclear reactor. During the course of processing, many

liquids become contaminated with plutonium. Some of these liquids are non-flammable, such as nitric

acid, while other liquids are flammable, such as kerosene or mixtures of kerosene and tributyl

phosphate (TBP). After use these process liquids must be stored at the facility until they can be

disposed of. Contaminated liquids are a potential source of airborne radioactive contamination. If a

fire occurs in the liquid waste storage area, contamination may be released to the environment

through evaporation or combustion of contaminated liquid wastes.

Contaminated liquid wastes are currently being converted to solid wastes at Rocky Flats. As

elimination of the liquid wastes proceeds, potential for airborne releases from burning liquid wastes

will become less significant. However, radioactive releases associated with combustion of kerosene-

like flammable liquids, such as during a jet-fuel fire caused by a crash of an airplane, will continue to

be of significant concern.
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Literature Review

Releases of radioactive contaminationproducedby evaporationof plutoniumnitratesolutions
n,

were studied in three series of experimentsby Mishima et ,_1.(1968-b). In the first series of their

. study, plutonium nitrate solutions were evaporated in a sealed apparatusproducing aerosol particles.

An adjustableair flow swept the particles through a condenser anda filter. The quantity of plutonium

in the apparatus, in the condensate and on the filter was measured. In one series of experiments, air

passed horizontallyover a pool of plutoniumnitratesolution. The fraction of contaminationcollected

for three air flow rates, 0.1, 0.5 and 1.(_m/s, is shown in Figure 14. Air temperaturesranged,from

ambient to 100°C. The liquid surfaceremained calm during these experiments; therefore, the

releases observed were due to evaporationof the liquid rather than due to bubble burstmechanisms.

The fraction of contaminationcollected in the condensateand filter increased with increasingair

temperature;however, the fraction of contaminationin the apparatuswash did not correlate with the

air temperature.

In the second series of experiments, Mishima et al. (1968-b) determined the fraction of

contaminationreleased from boiling plutonium nitratesolutions. In these tests, the air flowed

vertically upwardpast a heated beaker containingthe boiling solution. As in the previous

experiments, the condensate andbackupfilter were analyzed for plutonium. Boiling continued until

10% of the initial solution volume remainedin the beaker. The fraction of plutonium released in

these experiments was a function of the boil-off rateof the solution. The boil-off rate was expressed

as a fraction of the solution volatilized per unit surface area (cre2) per minute. The release fraction

peaked at 0.02 for a boil-off rate of approximately0.0011 1/(cm2.min). The airbornerelease

fractions obtained in these experiments are shown in Figure 15.

The plutonium detectedon the filter was termed the airbornecontamination. The total of the

airborne contaminationfrom the filter and the contaminationwashed from the interiorof the apparatus

was designated as the recovered contamination. Much of the contaminationinside the apparatuswas

released by bursting of vapor bubblesduringboiling. An empirical correlation, developed using the

boil-off rates of the experiments, is given in Equation(17):
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Iog(ARF) = -13.38 + 22070" B - 1.043"10_"B2 (17)

where

ARF is the airbornerelease fractionof the contaminant, and

B is the boil-off rate of the solution (fraction/cmZmin).

Equation (17) can be used to estimate the ARF at boil-off rates between 0.0004 and 0.0011.

According to these tests, a constant ARF value of 0.02 can be recommended for boil-off rates above

0.0011 1/cmZmin.

In the third series o _experiments, Mishima et al. (1968-b) determined the fraction of

contamination released from *.hedry residue remaining after evaporation of plutonium nitrate

solutions. In these experiments, dry plutonium nitratedecomposed forming plutonium oxide particles

and releasing brown fumes of nitrogen oxides. Residues from air-driedplutonium nitrate solutions

were heated to high temperatures (400°C to 1000°C) in the same apparatus they used to study

airborne releases from heated plutonium bearing powders (Mishima et al., 1968-a). The residue was

placed in an alundum thimble and heated to the test temperature with an induction heater. A vertical

air flow having velocities ranging from 10 cm/s to 100 cm/s swept particles from the residue to the

collection filter. Mishima et al. (1968-b) noted some correlationbetween plutonium ARF and the

upsweep air velocity, which was done, as before, by considering only the fraction of airborne releases

that was collected on the filters.

In this report, according to our definition of ARF, plutonium nitrate fractions collected on the

filter and on the interiorsurfaces of the apparatus were combined to yield the airborne release

fraction. The ARFs thus obtained are shown in Figure 16, from which no reliable correlation

between ARF and the two process variables studied in Mishima et al. (1968-b) work can be

identified. Therefore, a constant value ARF = 0.0007, which is equal to the upper 95% confidence

limit of their data is recommended for the releases from heated residues from solidified plutonium

salts.

The particle size distribution of airborne releases was obtained in Mishima et al. (1968-b) study

for only one test, where the highest release fraction (ARF = 0.00152) was observed using plutonium

nitrate residue. The particle size distribution measured by microscopy examination is shown in
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Figure 17. According to this Figure, a conservative value of RF = 1.0 x 105 can be recommended.

Mishima, et al. noted however that the residue used in this test had a different appearance than the

residues used in the other experiments. Based on the color of the residue, they suggested that the

residue used in the high release test was plutoniumoxide of small particlesize rather than plutonium

nitrate. This test thereforemay not be representativeof releases from heating nitrate residues. In
P

other tests performed in this series, aerosol particles detected on the filters ranged from approximately

20 pm to up to 125 _m in their geometric sizes.

Mishima and Sehwendiman(1973-b) described results of 21 laboratoryscale experiments

performed to measurethe fractional airbornerelease of uraniumduringcombustion of 30% n-tributyl

phosphate in kerosene. The test solutions used also contained small quantities of cesium, cerium,

zirconium and iodine to simulate a PUREX process solution. A 25 mi aliquot of n-TBP-kerosene

mixture was heated to -90"C, then ignited. Combustionproductswere collected in a 2.7 inch

diameterchimney assembly placed over the burningsolution. Air was drawnthrough the chimney at

1 and 2 cubic feet per minute to filters located at the top of the chirmaey. The quantity of uranium

collected on the filters and deposited on the chimney walls was measured. The mixture burned with a

smoky flame until self-extinguishingafter 42 to 56 minutes, leaving 4 to 9 ml of syrupy residue in the

beaker. For some experiments the residue was heated with a propanetorch until the residue was

charred. No particle size measurements were performed in this work.

Releases of uraniumappearedto be low in these tests. In average, the highest release,

2.7 x 10"4,occurred for uranium at a 1 cfm flow rate. Air flow rate did not significantly affect

contaminantreleases during combustion. Charring of the combustion residue, however, producedan

approximately10 fold increase in the uraniumreleases, resulting in an averageARF of 3.0 x 103.

Sutter et al. (1974_ reported results for two experimentaltributylphosphate - kerosene fires.

Strontium nitratewas used as the contaminant. An almost saturatedsolution of strontium nitrate in

100 ml of water was mixed with 150 liters of the TBP - kerosenemixture. Experiments were

conducted in the ARHCO Fire Test Facility where combustion occurred in a 12' x 12' cell.

Combustion gases flowed through a 1.5' x 2' exhaust duct, through a waterspray cooling system, and

to a filter test section. Particulate samples were obtained upstream and downstream from the water

spray cooling system. The strontium ARF obta{ned in the first test was 0.0022. The strontium ARF

in the second test was 0.0019. These results were obtained from the samplers located upstream from

the water spray cooling system. The downstream samples contair_ much less contamination,
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Figure 17. Size Distribution of Particles Released from Pu Nitrate Residue
(Highest-Release Test) (Mishima et al., 1968-b)
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because the waterspray removed the contaminationfrom the air stream. The particle size distribution

was not measured in these experiments.

In an extensive series of experiments, SeeharsandHochrainer(1983) determinedARFs from

plutoniumoxide and cerium oxide powdersandplutoniumnitratesolutions exposed to kerosene fires

containedin a glovebox. Three experimentalconfigurationswere used in the cerium oxide powder

tests:

1) Dry test powder in a 5 cm metal dish placed 10 to 12 cm above the fire,
2) Powder as above, but wet with 1 mi of kerosene, and
3) ' Powder immersed in burningkerosene.

The respirableaerosol release fractions having particleswith the aerodynamicdiameterless

than 10 _tmwere measured. An elutriatorsystem designed to separateparticlesgreaterthan 10 _m

was used to remove the large particles from the air stream. To determinethe respirablefractionof

the dust released, the respirableparticlesthat passed through the elutriatorwere collected on a filter

and analyzed for contaminantcontentby gamma spectroscopy. In two of the tests, the total airborne

release fractions were measured as weil. The ARFs and their respective RFs calculatedfor these

experimentsare shown in Table 10.

The results of two series of TBP - kerosene combustiontests were reported by Mal¢t et al.

_. These experimentswere conducted in both a small scale (316 liter) anda large scale

enclosure (400 m3). Either ceriumor thorium was used as the heavy metal contamination. In these

tests, the amount of liquid fuel consumed in the fire was limited by the quantity of oxygen in the test

chamber. Combustion stoppedwhen the 02 concentrationdroppedto between 12 and 15%. Within

each test series, the amountof fuel consumed was similar - 18 + 4 mi in the small scale tests and

12.5 ± 2.5 kg in the large scale tests. The results presentedby Malet et al. were expressed in terms

of a transfer coefficient, TC, defined as follows:

zc- c, -c/v/ (Is)
. c,(v,- vi)

o

where C isthemassconcentrationofthecontaminant,

V is the volume of the test solution, and

indices i and f symbolize the initial and final test parameters,respectively.
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Table I0. ContaminantReleaseParameters(SeeharsandHochrainer,1983)

iii i i i iiii i ii L ii

" Total Aerosol Release RespirableAerosol Release Respirable
Fraction Fraction Fraction

Contaminant ......................................
• 15 min 25 min 5 rain 125min(') 25 min

Release Reloase Release Release Release
i i iliii ilili ills iii i i i i ilqll ii I ii | I ii iii iiii ii ii

Dry powder(b) - - 5.2 x 10-5 - -
• iii iii i iiii t i ii i I iiii ii i i i i ii i i i ii i i

Wet powder(b) 0.00188 0.00314 4.4 x 10"s 2.2 x 10-4 0.07
i iiiiinl illi iii I I i Iii II II • II [ I i I

Immersed(b) 0.01217 0.02025 1.6 x 10"3 8.0 x 10.3 0.40'
powder

i i i i I ii ii I i II iii i ii II i ii i I i Ii ii i i

Pu(NO3)4 - - 2.6 x 10-4 - -
in nitric acid

i ii - -

Dry powder(c) - -- 1.96 x 10.4 - -
i i t i i i . , ,,.,, | i i i,

Wet powder(c) - - 2.12 x 10.4 - -
. _ ii, ii i i llnll i i Hm i i| . i

Immersed(c) -- - 2.73 x 10.4 - -

powder
III I I I I I DI II I II III II I

. "...

Note: (a) The 25 minute release is estimated to be 5 times the 5 minute release.
Co) Cerium oxide contaminant
(c) Plutoniumoxide contaminant

Since kerosene was more volatile than the dissolved contamination, the concentrationof the

contamination increased in the liquid pool during the fire. The final contaminant amount was thus

greater than it would have been if the kerosene and contamination were consumed at the same rate.

For the small scale tests, the transfer coefficients were converted to ARFs using the information

presented in Malet et al. (1983) report. The transfer coefficients and ARFs calculated on their basis

are given in Table 11. The initial quantity of combustible liquid was not given for the large scale

tests, so ARFs could not be derived. Aerosol size distributions were not given for the small scale

tests. The aerosol particles produced in the large scale experiments were ali respirable.
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Table 11. Aerosol Release Parametersfrom Combustionof Contaminated
TBP - Kerosene Mixtures (Malet et al., 1983)

, , , , ,,,,, ,,,,, , ,,, , 'II I llI 'IIII '

, Calculated .
Initial Combustible Volume Transfer Aerosol

Contamination Volume Consumed
(ml) (mi) Coefficient I ReleaseFraction

IIII I I I II II III I I IIIII I IIIII I I I II I I

Ce 157 21 0.47 0.063
l l l I I i Iii I ii 111111I 11 II IIII

Ce 78.5 20.5 0.32 0.084
iiiiiiiii i iiii ii ii i i i ii i i i iii iii

Ce 39 19 0.27 0.132

Ce 20 14.6 0.49 0.358
iii,,,,,,,

Th 157 16 0.45 0.046
i i iiiii i i ii ii •

'lh 79 22 0.23 0.064

Th 39 20 0.12 0.062
................ ' fir ,.l'l........,_m, ..I Iii IU J I Ill Ii LIL lllll

Halvgrson et al. (1987) performed a series of experimentsto measure contaminationreleases

from pools of organic liquids floating on nitricacid. They examined several combinationsof acid and

organic liquids and varied the type and location of the contamination. The experimental

configurationsare shown in Table 12.

Table 12. Aqueous - Organic Liquid ExperimentalConfigurations
(Halverson et al., 1987)

, i ', , ,, ,1,, ,m , ,, 'll l'l i'

Test Acid Composition Organic Liquid Composition
Configuration

I I IIll III I III I I IIIII|l I III I III I

1 Pure nitric acid 30% TBP in kerosene + uranium

2 Nitric acid + fission products 30% TBP in kerosene + uranium

3 Nitric acid + fission products + uranium Organic{.) + uranium

4 Nitric acid + fission products + uranium Pure 40% TBP in kerosene
,, , ,,,, , , , ,,,,,, l ,,,,, ,,,, ,,,, ,l , ,,,, ,, ,,.i @

Note: (a) Composition not specified.
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The experimentalconfigurationused by Halverson et al. (1987) was similar to the

configurationemployed in their solid combustion tests, described elsewhere in this report. In these

experiments, 100 mi each of nitric acid andorganic liquid was containedin a metal or glass beaker.

During combustion, heat was transferred, via the beaker walls, to the acid liquid layer below the

burningorganic liquid. The acid boiled out of the glass beakerwithin 10 to 20 minutes and

extinguished the fire. Reducing the external heating or substitutinga glass beakerfor the metal one,

delayed the boil over but did not prevent it. Boilover quenchedthe fire after 40 to 60 %of the

organic liquid was consumed. The size distributionof the released aerosol was measured in one test

in which the RF was 0.99. The release results obtainedin these experimentsare described below in

more detail. The experimentalresults of Halverson et al. (1987) will be presentedin a series of

graphs of increasingcomplexity. Eachof the test configurationswill be considered in turn.

The ARF's for the first configuration where a uranium-contaminatedTBP-kerosenemixture

was burning over pure nitric acid are reproducedin Figure 18. The maximum ARF was 0.00557.

Ali three experimentsyielded similar release values.

When fission productswere addedto the nitric acid, the ARFs increasedby a factor of 5, as

shown in Figure 19. Halverson, et al. suggested that the presenceof fission products in the acid

changed the liquid-liquidpartitioncoefficient to reducethe solubility of theuranium contaminationin

the acid. Analysis of the remainingacid after combustion,however, did not support this hypothesis,

because the concentrationof uraniumin the acid residuewas the same following the tests with pure

acid and acid with fission productsadded. Since temperaturemay also alterthe partition coefficient,

it is possible that the presence of fission products in boiling nitric acid reduce the solubility of

uranium, resulting in the increasedARF.

Aerosol releases for the third test configurationare reproducedin Figure 20. Addition of both

uraniumand fission productsto the acid reducedthe contaminationreleases duringcombustion.

Halverson et al. noted the reduced release in this configurationrelative to the configuration in which

the acid did not containuranium initially, but attributedthe resultsto experimentalvariation.

The tests using uncontaminatedorganic liquidsproducedthe most unusualresults. As shown

in Figure 21, combustionof pure organic liquid over nitric acid contaminatedwith both uranium and

- fission productsproduced the lowest ARF. In this test, the organic liquid did not burn to dryness;

however, when the organic liquid was burned to the incombustibleTBP residue, the highest ARFs

observed in this test series were obtained. The curves for the tests thatburned to dryness are added

in Figure 22. A glass beakerwas used to contain the liquids in the test that gave the lowest release.
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The datain Figure 22 indicate thatthe rate of contaminationrelease falls into two groups. The

high release rate tests coincided with the high total release tests, but the burndurationswere similar

to the burn durationsof tests that yielded low release ratevalues. The high release rate was

approximately7.3 x 10-4 1/min. The low release rate was approximately1.2 x 10.4 1/min.

Technic! Discussion

The information obtained from the literature sources described above will be examined in this

section of the report. The following basic experimentalmeasurementswere obtained:

1) Aerosol releases from heating contaminated aqueous solutions

2) Aerosol releases from boiling contaminated aqueous solutions

3) Aerosol releases from burning powder-contaminatedorganic liquids

4) Aerosol releases from burning solute-contaminated organic liquids

The lowest contamination aerosol releases were observed from the heating of contaminated

aqueous solutions. ARFs remained below approximately 1.0 x 10.4 for ali of the experimental

conditions. These results appear to be reasonable given the low volatility of the nitrate salts used for

these tests. During boiling of the solutions, additional release mechanisms can become active. When

vapor bubbles rise through the boiling liquid, the surface area of the bubbles increases the effective

surface area of the liquid-vapor interphase. The greater surface area allows more contamination to

cross from the liquid phase into the vapor phase and, when the bubbles reach the liquid surface, any

vapor they contain is released into the air. Additional mechanisms can also take piace when the liquid

film forming the surface of the bubbles disintegrates, resulting in higher airborne releases of the

contamination. The high effectiveness of the bubble burst release mechanism is demonstrated by

observing ARFs from boiling aqueous liquids as compared to the releases obtained from their heating.

ARFs observed for strongly bubbling aqueous liquids are up to 3 orders of magnitude greater than

ARFs obtained for simmering aqueous liquids. The recommended values for ARF and RF dining

. heating or boiling of contaminated aqueous solutions are shown in Table 13.-

Ip
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Figure 23. ContaminantRelease Fractionsfrom Burning ContaminatedLiquids
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Table 13. RecommendedContaminantRelease Parametersfor Heating or
Boiling Contaminated Aqueous Liquids and Liquid Residues

f l II III I I _l_lllllII IIII IIIIIll I I Ilnll III I I III

Heating Conditions ARF RF
J

Simmering (Quiescent surface) 2.0 x 10.4 0.5
i, ,, , ii i, ,i| i . ,,i. ,,

Boiling (Disturbed surface) Equation (19) 0.5
....... ,,,, , ,, ii iii i iii ii ii= i i i i

Heating dried Pu nitrate residue 0.0007 1.0 x 10.5
' ' 11 'I II 11 I I I' 'II I I I I ' Wl ".,,,, I'I' ' ' ',ii, ,, .., ...., ,

Iog(ARF) = -13.38 + 22070-B- 1.043.10"I.B2 (19)

where B is the boil-off rateof th solution (fraction/cmZmin). A constant ARF value of 0.02 is
recommended for boil-off rates above 0.0011 1/cmZmin.

The maximum ARFs obtained in each of the experimental studies involving combustion of

contaminated liquids are presented in Figure 23. The maximum ARFs span.a range of 3 orders of

magnitude. Seehars and Hochrainer (1983) datum representsthe release fraction for only the

respirable particles rather than the total aerosol release fraction shown for the other workers. Also,

Seehars and Hochrainer's value only representsthe respirablereleases obtained over a 5 min time

interval, while the release values given by the other researcherswere measured for the entire duration

of the test.

The greatest releases were obtained by Halverson, et al. (1987) and by Malet, et al. (1983).

The releases observed by SuRer, et al. (1974) were similar to the releases observed by Mishima and

Schwendiman (1973-b) in the experiments in which the organic liquid was burned to dryness.

Based on this analysis of the available data base, the recommended ARF for contaminated

combustible liquids is 0.10. This ARF bounds ali of the experimental release values except two

values obtained by Malet, et al. (1983) in a study where up to 30% of cerium oxide was released

from burning contaminated TBP-kerosene mixtures. The cause of the high results observed by Malet,

, et al., is not known, but appears abnormally high when compared with the results obtained by the

other researchers.

Very little information on aerosol size distributions was obtained from the literature for

contaminant releases from combustible liquids. Based on the size distributions measured by
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Halverson et al. (1987) andMalet et al. (1983), the recommendedrespirablefractionof the

contaminatedaerosol generatedby combustionof TBP-kerosenemixturesis 1.0.

The experimentsperformedby Seeharsand Hoehrainer(1983) comprise the only measurements

of release of powder contaminationduringcombustionof kerosene. Based on their data, the °

recommendedARF is 0.02 which was obtained for a contaminantpowder immersed in burning
41

kerosene. For this combinationof contaminationand combustible liquid, the recommendedRF is 1.0

as weil, or the respirablefraction of the source powder if that is known. The recommended ARF and

RF values duringcombustion of contaminatedprocess liquids are shown in Table 14.

Table 14. RecommendedContaminantRelease Parameters for Burning
ContaminatedOrganic Liquids

i l lll i i ilal r I II i i i lllq Ulsi i islll i i_ i i ii i _i lH

ContaminatedMaterial ARF ARR RF
, i ,, i i ,, i i

TBP-kerosene 0.10 O.001/minute 1.0
(Dissolved contaminant)

t ,, , , , , ,, ,, , , ,L ' " ' '

Kerosene 0.02 0.001/minute 1.0(')
(Powder contaminant)

I II i i Iii i i [ I ml ] iii .lBl iii[ . _ .... _.... ii i i

Note: (a) Use the RF of the contaminant powder, if known.

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Open literature and technical reports covering airborne releases of plutonium and plutonium-

simulating contaminants during combustion of radioactive metals themselves and during fires in

processing and waste storage facilities were reviewed. Relevant material published after 1960 was

examined utilizing a computerized literature search using the NTIS and DOE Energy Data Base, as

well as numerous technical references and several private communications.

Examination of the literature has identified three major mechanisms of contamination relea._e

during a severe accident at nuclear facilities:

1) Release by oxidation of plutonium metal,
@.

2) Release by combustion of plutonium contaminated solid waste materials stored in the
facility, and
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3) Release by combustion of plutonium contaminated flammable process liquids, or
evaporation of contaminated non-flammable liquids.

Based on the information gathered in this study, airborne releases from oxidation of metallic
ql¢

plutonium were grouped into three general categories. These categories include:
g

u Plutonium oxidation at a range of temperatures not exceeding the plutonium ignition
point,

m Exothermic combustion of plutonium leading to its melting, and

u Explosive-like dissemination of plutonium resulting in formation of airborne plutonium
particles and their subsequent violent combustion.

Combustion of contaminated solid waste materials appears to present a significant

contamination hazard, because of the quantity of contaminated wastes stored in nuclear facilities, and

because of the large fraction of contamination that can be released during a solid waste fire.

Experiments have shown that up to 50 percent of the radioactive contamination can become airborne

during combustion of a typical waste material, if the material is burning in the convective plume of

the fire. A large fire may also cause bursting of waste storage drums exposed to direct flames.

Airborne release parameters are presented in this report for the following contaminated

combustible solid materials involved in an accidental fire:

• Rubber (polychloroprene or latex)

• Polystyrene resin

• Polymethylmethacrylate(PMMA)

• Paper(cellulose)andmixedwaste

• Mixed waste in 55-gal drums

For the piastLc materials, such as PMMA, rubber, and polystyrene, which produce bubbles and

,, become soft before they ignite, the cohtamination ARF under static burning conditions (low air flow)

is higher than releases from cellulose burning under similar conditions. This is probably related to

bursting of bubbles at the surface of plastic materials. Whe,1 the contaminated material is located in
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the convective plume of a fire, approximatelyhalf of the contaminationon the combustible material

may be transported by the plume.

Releases from burning cellulose is largely controlled by the flow of gases around contamination

particles. Two different mechanisms of air flow development caused by the fire were considered: °

evolution of combustible gases by pyrolysis, and development of updraft air flow by natural 4

convection. Calculational procedures needed to evaluate flow velocities are suggested in this work.

These procedures can be used to estimate the ARF for different scales of a fire. However, this

methodology should be validated.

Releases derived for cellulose combustion are also recommended for predicting the ARF for •

mixed wastes.

Based on the very limited information available, it is recommended that unlined 55-gal drums

containing combustible material should be considered to have released ali of their contents if drums

are exposed to flames from a large fire. Unlined drums not exposed to the flames and lined drums

may maintaintheir seal.

All releases from burning contaminatedsolid materials are conservatively assumed to be in the

respirable size range. However, since plutoniumoxide contaminantis a refractory material

unaffected by fire, its original RF, if known, should be used.

Potential releases from flammableliquids are less significant, because of the lower releases

expected, and because work is currentlyin progress at Rocky Flats to convert liquid wastes into solid

form. Nevertheless, the risk of contaminantreleases associated with combustion of kerosene-like

flammable liquids, such as during a jet-fuel fire caused by a crash of an airplane, is of concern.

Based on results of this study, re,commendationson airbornerelease parameterswore

formulated for emergency planning forthe Rocky Flats Plant. The release categories addressed

include such categories as the release of airborne plutoniumfrom burning powder-contaminated

combustible liquids, and releases from contaminatedsolid materials located in the fire plume. For the

last category, up to 50% of the contaminatingplutonium may be released into the environment. With

the potential for such high releases, it is essential to carefully consider the details of any postulated

accident scenarios. Considerationmust be given, for example, to the effect of the fire on storage

containers. Use of the correlations developed in this 'report requires an estimate of fire convection

velocities and the degree to which the plutonium inventory is exposed to these. If the release
,t_

fractions expected from the accident were low, such a careful analysis of the progression of the

accident would be less important.
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Also, with the potentialfor higher release fractions, uncertaintiesassociated with any release

parameterbecome extremely important. As shown in this work, majoruncertaintiesare associated with

the considerableamount of scatteramong the reportedARFs and RFs. Much of this scatter is due to the

experimenters'desire to investigatea variety of test conditions in a limited-scope study. These variables

. include use of plutoniumor a simulant, chemical form of the contaminant, its size distribution,its

amountand applicationprocedure, type of combustible material, flow conditions, and many others.

Even when experimenterstook great care to achieve reproduciblefire conditions, order of magnitude

variations in contaminantrelease were sometimes observed.

, The physical arrangementof the contaminationand combustiblematerialcan also affect the

observed ARF. Contaminationon the undersideof the combustible material is released at a lower rate

than contaminationon top. This is consistentwith the observed effect of gas velocity on contaminant

release. In an actual accident, many contaminant-fuelarrangementsare expected to occur. Some of

these arrangements will reduce the amount of airbornecontaminant, while other arrangementswill cause

increased contaminantrelease.

The behavior of waste materialsstored in 55-gallon drums is very uncertain. Both the location of

a drum duringan accidentand the presenceof a liner inside the drum can affect the release expectedfor

that d_m. Drums that remain sealed are expectedto release negligible contamination, but a drum that

explodes has a potential for releasing half of the containedcontamination.

The health effects of the released contaminationare strongly dependenton the size distribution and

composition of the aerosol. Respirablecontaminatedparticle.spresent the greatesthazard to the

surroundingpopulation. Aerosol generated from solutions tends to be mostly respirable,and a

conservative estimate requiresa relativelylarge respirablefractionfor this contaminationform. In many

experiments involving combustiblematerials, the mass distributionof the released aerosol (contaminant

plus soot) was measured. This may not provide correct informationregarding the size distribution of the

contaminant aerosol. If the soot particles produced by the fire are large, as they were for the

polychloroprene material in the study by Halverson et al. (1987), where a mass median aerodynamic

diameter of 19.9 #m was observed, the mass distribution is dominated by the uncontaminated portion of

the aerosol. If the contamination aerosol exists as a separate population of particles, as indicated by

- Buijs et al. (1988), the size distribution of the contaminationmay be respirable, but may be hidden by

the combustion aerosol in measurements.

The conclusion of this work is a set of procedures for estimating release fractions for plutonium in

the form prevalent at the Rocky Flats Plant. These procedures require a detailed description of the
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accident scenario under consideration. Since to the best of our knowledge, this task was not adequately

addressedfor RFP, and since the developmentof such a description was beyond the scope of this work,

there exists the need to formulate a technicallyjustifiable progressionof MCA in order to be able to

applythese proceduressensibly.

There also appearsto be a need for resolving several uncertaintiespresentedabove in this report. P

The most importantuncertaintiesare those that impart the applicabilityof the high ARF observed by the

researchersunder varioustest conditions. These include:

1) Rtlease of plutoniumduringcombustionof contaminatedcellulose and mixed waste, and

2) Release behavior of 55 gallon steel drums exposed to a fire.

With the decomposition of contaminatedcellulosic materialsexposed to elevated temperatures,the

contaminantbecomes "locally :irborne" due to the disappearanceof the substrate. Depending upon the

air flow thatdevelops aroundthe contaminant,ARFs have been measuredto rangefrom approxin_ately

1.0 x 10"4to as high as 0.5. Predictions in this reportof ARFs using estimatedrates of cellulose

pyrolysis andfire plume flows resulted in reasonableagreement with the experimental measurements.

The procedureused to make these predictions needs to be validatedto be used in plutoniumrelease

analyses with adequatecertainty.

The 55 gallon steel drums containingplutoniumcontaminatedwaste materials will develop high

initial pressure conditions due to the evolution of material decompositiongases and adiabaticheating. As

the pressure exceeds some value, the drum_ will lose their seals causing either continuousleak of the

contaminantor an explosive-type release. The latter mechanism can result in burning the contaminated

contentof the drum in the flames and a potential for high release. At the same time, providing a

technicallyjustifiable credit for the storage drums can significantly reduce ARFs expected from an

accident. Therefore, an improved knowledge of the release behavior of the containers involved in a fire

is needed in order to more accurately and less conservatively estimate the release of plutonium from the

drums.

I-
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